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A bstract

In 1496, two Geman astrologers, Johannes Stoeffler and Jacob Pflaum,
published their prediction of a grand conjunction, expected for 1524. Early in the
sixteenth century, this prediction became the source of a controversy that gripped the
popular imagination. Rumors surroundingthe conjunction brought speculation of a
second universal deluge, and a fear that the Apocalypse was at hand
Astrologers and theologians politicized the issue in small, illustrated
pamphlets, reflecting religious tensions between Protestant and Catholic factions.

These publications, while promoting the authors' religious motives, were intended to
refbte the belief that the celestial event was a sign of the approaching end of time. in
some cases, however, the graphic, and ofien fatalistic illustrations may have appeared
to confinn the public's worst feus of the conjunction. A selection of pamphlet
illustrations, produced in Gemany between 1519 and 1525, demonstratesthe
wmplex interplay between image, text, and popular belief
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Chapter l
Introdrcction

The 'signs in the heavens' indicated îhat 1524 was to be a year of major
significance. The Geman astrologer Johannes Stoeffler was the first to predict
ominous events: over twenty conjunctions could be expected in 1524, and of those,
more than sixteen would take place in Pisces, the sign of the Fish Stoeffler, together
with Jacob Pfiaum, published his findings in his ephemerides of 1499. By the early

years of the sixteenth century, the celestid events predicted for 1524 had become

'

common knowledge. The importance of these findings was not lost on
contemporary astronomers, astrologers and theologians. Indeed, the expected
conjunctions elicited an unprecedented number of published predictions. It has been
estimated that approximately sixîy authors wntributed nearly 160 treatises to the
discu~sions.~
Scientific discovery and technological advancement has rendered belief in

'

celestial influence as irrational and superstitious. One must guard against such
judgemenîs, however, for in the sixteenth century astrology was still an essential
component in man's understanding of the cosmos, and the world in which he lived.
In Genesis 1:14, God decreed, "Let there be lights in the firmament of the heavens to
separate the day fiom the night; and let them be for signs and for seasons and for days
and years;" thus, every earthly event, deemed to be God's divine will, was executed
either directly, or through the infiuence of the heavens. Medieval belief held that
earthly harmony wuld best be achieved by living in accordance with the natural
rhythm Goà had imposed upon the terrestrial and celestial realms. When man's
actions contradicted the divine order of the natural world, the result was earthly
corruption, punishable by God.
Major temporal events and crises, including the birth of religions, survival of
empires, deaths of leaders, and fortunes of individuals, were al1 believed to be

foretold, and affected, by the movements of the celestial bodies. This belief derived
fiom the notion that the planets exerted infiuence upon the terrestrial world. The
nature of this influence depended primarily upon the character of the planets
involved, modified by the zodiacal signs in which the planets rested at the decisive
moment, and by the relationships between the planets themselves. The positions of
the planets in relation to the twelve zodiacal houses were of critical importance.
Each house governed three related aspects of earthly life; the exact location of the
planets within the houses indicated not only in which areas one could expect
prosperiiy or misfoxtune, but the extent of the effecî, as well. This impact was M e r
affected by the position of the planets in relation to each other, measured by degrees.
Each planet was believed to exert its influence for a certain number of degrees on the
celestial equator: the Sun for 15', the Moon for 12", Satum and Jupiter each for 9'-

Mars for 8', and Venus and Mercury each for 7". A conjunction was said to occur
when the radiance of two or more planets came into contact. For exarnple, because
Satum and Jupiter each radiate for 4'30' in every direction, these planetary bodies
may be as far as 9" apart on the celestial equator, yet still be in conjunction, altering
the influence exerted by each planet. The conjunction was the most criticai of
planetaq relationships, however, four other possible relationships were also of great
importance. The most ominous of these was an opposition, which occurred when the
planets were 180"apart. Planets in quartile, separated by 90°, also indicated
misfortune, although to a lesser degree. The ûigonal relationship, in which two
planets were separated by 1200, indicated beneficial effects, as did planets in sextile,
separated by 60".
By calculating the placement of the planets at the moment of birih, the
individual believed that certain events in his life could be predicted Similady,
studying the movements of the celestial bodies, and conjunctions in particular, could
foretell great earthly events. The most significant celestial phenomenon was the

grand conjunction, in which the two superior planets, Jupiter and Satum, came into
alignment. The theory of the grand conjunction, defineù by the Arabic astrologers
Al-Kindi and Alburnasar, established this asbal event as an essential measure of the
historical process, arguing a close connection between the meeting of these two
planets and great historiai events. Grand conjunctions occurred only once every
twenty years due to the slow movement of Satum. For a period of 240 years, the
grand conjunction would occur in only one of the four zodiacal triplicities, or tn'gons,

each of which was comprised of the three zodiacal signs that shared one of the four
elements, fire, earth, air, and water. The completion of this 240-year period was
marked by a mutation, in which the grand conjunction passed fiom one triplicity to
the next, beginning in the fiery trigon, and proceeding into the earthy, airy, and
watery triplicities, respectively. A great mutation occurred afier a period of 960
years, once the grand conjunction had moved through each of the triplicities, and the
planets had retumed to their original positions in Aries, in the fiery trigon. This
complex cosmic system of 20-, 240-, and 960- year cycles provided three basic
periods for determining historical epochs. The grand conjunction, as the rudimentary
element of this system, was therefore closely regarde4 as it was so intimately
connected with the historical process, it held the greatest implications for temporal
change.
Astronomy and astrology were not restricted to such immense calculations
and predictions, nor were they accessible only to learned astrologers, mathematicians,
and theologians. Rather, this interpretation of astronomical aspects, nonnally the

domain of astrology, was an element common to al1 levels of culture, one component
of a larger belief in a supematural world that included magic, incantations, talismans,
and mysterious healing powers of natural objects such as s ton es.^ The primary
method of prediction, astrology provided an essential tool for many aspects of daily
life. One of the most common uses for astrological predictions was the individual

horoscope. The horoscope, based upon the position of the planets at the moment of
birth, provided the individual with insight into the probable course of his life. The
celestial sphere was divided into twelve houses of 30' each, beginning immediately
below the eastem horizon Each house govemed one aspect of life, and was M e r
subdivided into three iàcets of 10". The first house, Vita, govemed personaliiy,
physical appearance, and childhood; the second, Lucrum, govemed material
possessions and finances;the &ci,

Fraires, indicated fàmily relations,

communication, and speech; the fourth, Genitor, influenced parents, additional
childhood experience, and seclusion; the fifth, Nati, guideci chiltiren, sexual relations,
and creativity;the sixth house, Valerudo, indicated professions, coworkers, and
health; the seventh, Uxor, governed marritige, partnerships, and fiendships; the
eighth, Mors, govemed death, accidents, and mysticism; the Nnth, Pieras, influenced
study, intellectual pursuits, and ûavel; the tenth, Regnum, govemed career choices,
ambition, and achievements; the eleventh, Benefacta, guided ideals, causes, and
societies; and the twelfth house, Carcer, govemed limitations, sorrows, and i~lness.~
The planets and their relationships directly affected these facets of life, and would
indicate in which areas the individual could expect a success, misforhme, sincerity or
treachery. Other aspects of astrology aiding the individual in conducting his earthly
affairs included planetary associations with the parts of the body, and with the four
bodily humors. These indicated strengths and weaknesses in health, and aided in the
diagnosis and treatment of illness.
Considered a science, astronomy was taught in universities as a component of
the Quadrivium, which also included the study of music, geomeûy, and mathematics.
This elite status, however, did not exclude its sister science, astrology, h m popular
circles. Many astrological predictions relevant to the lives of the lower classes, such
as weather forecasts and political predictions, were made availableto the public
through almanacs, calendars, and practicas, issued annually by educated astrologers.

These simplified reports did not include complex calculations, but did provide the
public with annual predictions comprehensible to the uneducated
Although the influence of the celestial realm upon the terrestrial was
intimately involved in every aspect of human life, it was not accepted without
question Many debates considered the nature and validity of celestid influence, and
its implications of determinism. The two primary authorities of astrology were the
ancient scholars Aristotle and Ptolemy, whose works were inîroduced to European
scholars through Arabic commentariesand translations. Although these authors are
similar in many respects, (in fkî, Aristotle provided the foundationsthat later authors
expounded upon), fundamentai differences in their theones provided a wealth of
material used by medieval astroiogers and theologians in their arguments.5
Aristotle presented the basis for heavenly influence in a series of arguments
known in Latin as De Coelo. in this work he contrasteci the motions of the celestial
bodies with those of the four terrestrial elements, earth, air, fire, and water. He

determined that the celestial bodies perfoxmed a constant,circular motion, whereas
the movements of the earthly elements tended to be inconstant and rectilinem6 He
concluded that the circular motion of the celestial bodies, with neither beginning nor
end, indicated that they were etemal and incomptible. Furthermore, Aristotle
believed that this incomptibility indicated that the celestiai bodies were compriseci
of a divine substance, ether. Terrestrial bodies, on the other han4 were condemned
to constant corruption and generation, as their motions were finite and irregular.
Logicaily, therefore, the celestial bodies, divine and incorruptible, would exert
influence upon the inferior bodies of the terrestrial world.
in a later work, ûanslated in Latin as De generatione et comcprione, Aristotle

discussed the means through which the heavenly bodies exerted their influence upon
the terrestnal. He noted that the cycles of growth and decay on Earth coincided with
the movements of the Sun, which he described as advancing and retreating fiom the

~arth.' He concluded that the Sun's proximity to the Earb exerted change upon the
terrestrial bodies by affecting alterations within the elements which comprised al1
objects of the sublunar world
Aristotle did not believe that other planets affected great change upon Earth,
but a later treatise, known in the west as De Mundo, expanding his basic concept,
included the remaining six celestiai bodies. This treatise, mistakenly attributed to
Aristotle, explained that God arranged the cosmos so that the celestid body nearest
His own realm, on the outermost reaches of heaven, bathes in the glory of God with
the greatest force, while the body farthest away, Earth, receives the weakest effects of
His glory, rendering chaos on the Eartk8 Thus, orderliness and perfection is
regulated by the body's proximity to God. Furthemore, the text explains that the
celestial bodies are able to exert influence upon the terrestriai realm because God has
bestowed such power upon them, as part of His divine plan.
Ptolemy based his conceptions of celestial influence on Aristotle's theory. In
his Tetrabiblos, Ptolemy noted that the circular movements of the Sun, and its
relative distance from the Earth, affected change upon the t e d a l , but Ptolemy's
findings differed in one major respect. Observation of the cycles of the Moon led
Ptolemy to conclude that the lunar body exerted an equally powerful influence upon
the Earîh. Through analogy, he assumed that the other celestial bodies, due to their
divine nature, mut also exert influence. The effect of each planet was dependent
upon a number of factors: its position in the celestid sphere; the distance between the
planet and the Earth; and the ascendance and declination of the planets in relation to
the Earih. Ptolemy believed that the effects of the planets could be predicted through
careful calculation and analysis. He M e r believed that the greatest effects would
result fiom the Moon; as it was the closest of the planets to the Earth,its effects
would be the most felt.

Thus, it was not Aristotle, but Ptolemy, who provided the specific foundation
of judicial astrology? which proposed that the positions of the stars determined the
fate of individuais. Ironically, Aristotle was credited with the development of
astrological prediction based upon the movements and characteristics of the planets.
Ptolemy was given due credit for his observations of the effects of the Sun and the
Moon. This distinction generated intense debate between Aristotelian and Ptolemaic
asîrology. Those who followed Aristotle argued that planetary conjunctions produceci
the most profond changes upon Earth; those who followed Ptolemy argued in favor
of lunar and solar eclipses. Aristotle's work, however, provided the core of university
studies. His theories were widely read and commentated by such schoiastics as Peter
Lombard and Thomas Aquinas, in the thirteenth century. Aquinas undertook to write
a treatise on the subject of celestid influence, derived fiom Aristotle's theories. He
stated that, in many cases, the behavior of terresûial objects depended on the nature
of the dominant element: for example, the dominant element of a stone is earth;
therefore, the stone will natwally be drawn down towards the center of the ~ a . . . l ~
When an action could not be accounted for by these means the answer was to be
found in one of two types of supematural causes: the influence of a spiritual
substance, which included both angels and demons; or the influence exerted by
celestial bodies. Spiriid substances, superior to the heavenly bodies, were
independent of matter, and could exert their influence either through their own
motion, or through another form. Celestial bodies exerted their power through their
movements in the heavens.
The notion that the celestial realm influenced the terrestrial world was in
itself a source of great debate. In 1277, the Bishop of Paris argued that the belief that
the terrestrial was dependent upon the celestid for existence was against Christian
dogma, implying an independence fiom God's will and power.] In the fourteenth
century, John of Jandun modified this argument, stating that although the terrestrial

bodies were dependent upon celestid motion for survival, the celestial bodies were
not capable of forcing the human king to perfom an action. The argument against
celestial influence was taken up most vehemently at the end of the fifieenth century
by Pico della Mirandola. In his Dispurationes, Pico condemned judicid astrology as
con-

to religious teaching, and dangerous to men. He invoked the authority of

Ptolemy to lend weight to his argument, reminding his wntemporaries that Ptolemy
was concemed not with predictions, but with the aspects of the Sun and Moon

The debate counterposing astral determinkm to free wiil and divine
providence continued well into the sixteenth centwy. In the Malleus maleficurum, a
highly influentid book on the black arts first published in 1496, Heinrich Kramer and
Jakob Sprenger provided support for astrological influences. In Part 1 Question 5
they state:
The human understanding is govemed by God through the mediation
of an Angel. And those bodily actions, either exterior or interior,
which are natural to man, are regulated by God through the mediation
of the Angels and the celestial bodies. For Blessed Dionysius says that
the celestial bodies are the causes of that which happens in this world;
though he makes no implication of fa ta lit^.^^
Kramer and Sprenger further argued that the planets wuld influence human action,
but human will was subject to God done. If man rejected the pious influences of
God, however, his will would becorne ovepwered by the base inclinations of the
body, which were subject to the stars.

The argument also elicited wmments fiom one of the most influential men of
the period, Martin Luther. Luther, like Pico,found the notion of celestial influence to
be offensive to God He stated that one should not look to the stars as the cause of
catastrophic events, but to ~ 0 d . Luther
I ~ argued that God, the creator of the
universe, is the lone ruler of time and event; only He can detemine the course of
history, and only He has advance knowledge of man's actions. He has no need of the

celestial bodies to aid Him in His will, nor need He provide man with any wamings
of events to come. The idea that God made use of the planets to affect change upon
. ~ di4
~ however, believe that Satan could have a
Earth was rejected by ~ u t h e r He
direct, evil influence upon the actions of men, and did accept the possibility that
certain extraordinary phenomena had divine meaning.
Luther's arguments against the infiuence of the heavenly bodies were rejected
by his fnend and fellow reformer, Philipp Melanchthon. Melanchthon argued that al1

sciences, in spite of corruption and alteration at the han& of man, were of divine
origin, and thus legitimate; to deny the existence of astral influence was to deny the
existence of divine providence.1S He believed that the heavens did exert an influence
upon man, sometimes moderately, at other times with a greater force, and he believed
that this relation was supported by physical, and behavioral differences between
regions. Melanchthon argued that the whole premise of celestial influence and
judicial astrology was not, in fact, wntradictory to Christian thought because every
element of the universe, created by God, was subject to His will. The celestial bodies
did not act independently fiom the divine, as they too were subject to God's divine
plan.
The belief in astral influence was deeply rooted in medieval and renaissance
culture, and in spite of the many heated debates, judicial astrology remained central
to popular belief. Its position was, of course, facilitated by the technological
advances of the printing press. Inexpensive publications, such as the annual
practicas, almanacs and calendars, brought astrology to the public, and made
available a varie@of information pertaining to daily life, as well as predictions for
the Church and State. The potential for this medium to incite anxiety and fear in the
public was considerable, as is evidenced by the widespread panic elicited by the
expected events of 1524.

The grand conjunction of Satum, Jupiter, and Mars in the sign of Pisces
expected for 1524 aroused unprecedented fear. Predictions for previous grand
conjunctions coupled expectations of great historical change with hopes of the longawaited emergence of the Last Emperor who would mite Christian forces in the
battle against evil. The location of the grand conjunction of 1524 in a watery sign,
however, brought about fears of a second universal deluge. Indeed, many believed
that the end of the Christian world was foreshadowed by the celestial alignment,
which marked not only the closure of the 240-year period in which the grand
conjunction took place with the watery trigon, but also the final wnjunction of the
960-year cycle, and the closure of the Great Year. Contrary to the doctrine of the
Great Year, this great mutation would summon not the advent of a new historical
epoch, but rather the end of historical time. The birth of Christ was believed to have
occurred during the reign of the fiery triplicity; as this marked the beginning of
Christian histoxy, the watery triplicity was considered to forecast its end.
Stoeffler and Pnaum foresaw the celestial events of 1524 as early as 1496; the
publication of their predictions in 1499 made the information common knowledge.
However, the expected events did not attract a great deal of attention until 1519, afier
the knowledge had been in the public domain for two decades. In the following five
years, an unprecedented number of pamphlets were issued wncerning the effects that
could be expected fiom the conjunction. The pamphlets themselves were not the

source initially of the widespread panic sunounding the conjunction of 1524; in tact,
they were issued in response to a mas hysteria that had resulted from m o r and oral
communication.l6 The pamphiets were intended to pacie the public, calm anxiety
and dispel the rumors of a second deluge by providing authoritative predictions of the
influences expected fiom the conjunction. However, the actual effect of the
pamphlets may have been quite contrary to this intention, due to the nature of their
illustrations. This study will examine the function of the pamphlets within the

popular sphere, the tradition of astrological illustrations, and the wntradictory
relationship between the woodcut images and text in flood literature.
Low literacy rates and an established tradition of visua. communication gave
the printed woodcut great importance in the distribution of information, providing the
essence of the textuai message in terms thaî were familiar and comprehensibleto the
cornmon man. The following study will argue that although the printed image was
intended to reflect and support the information of the tex4 many pamphlet
illustrations of the flood did not function in this manner. Frequently, the images
contradicted the written predictions because the illustrations showed severe flooding
and other earthly calamities, and thus provided not a refutation, but rather a graphic
realization, of the fears already prevalent within the public sphere.
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Chapter 2
Communication, Persuasion, and the Power of the Prïnted Word

The development of the printing press in the second half of the fifieenth
century had a profound impact on every facet of life; numerous studies have been
devoted to the analysis of the revolution in print. The new technology both increased
the availability of scholarly material, and instigated significant changes within the
economic, commercial, and social sectors. Indeed, the pnnting press created an
entirely new market, and with it, new possibilities for existing business- and
craftsmen. Mills experienced an increased demand for papa products, artisans found
additional avenues for their talents in the graphic arts, and merchants expanded both
their product base and their clientèle with the sale of books, pamphlets, broadsheets,
and printed images.
As production methods improveà, independent printers rapidly established

shops; by 1500 every major center in Europe boasted at least one workshop. The
mechanical nature of the work placed printers within the traditions of artisans and
craftsmen. However, their product was immediately recognizd by the intellectual
community as uniquely important for its potential in communication and political
influence. Therefore, printers attained a higher status than other craflsmen.] A
successful pnnter enjoyed prosperity and social influence; his shop became a major
center for cultural activity and interchange, providing a meeting place for local
intellectuals and international scholars to exchange information, news, and ideas2 In
effect, the printer crossed the social boundaries to join the tanks of the socially elite.
A printing shop was able to run successfully with a minimum of four men:

two compositors, and two pressmen. The compositors were responsible for
determining the format and typeset of the forme, a slow and painstaking process.
Compositors ofien required a full day to set both sides of the master forme; with
more complicated works the process frequently extended into two ~ t a ~The
s.~

pressmen locked the completed forme into the press, and were able to run off as
many as 1250 foliosheets in one

Larger shops, running two or more presses,

employed additional, specializsd workers for proof-reading, correcting, and
compiling the completed foliosheets. Proof-reading and editing were usually
performed by educated men whose presence within the shop produced a new kind of
collaboration between workmen and scholars. Professors, clergymen, scientists and
philosophers worked closely with compositors, engravers and pressmen to ensure the
accuracy of the work in progress, thereby altering traditional divisions in labor and
promoting a sense of culturai community previously unheard ofS
The press provided ample opportunity for entrepreneurs. For instance, many
shops were initially owned and operated by one man, who composai the formes and

ran the presses, occasionally with the help of an apprentice. These small-scale
printers produced approximatelyone-fiW of the volume of that produced by medium
sized shops,6 working pnmarily with the popular media of pamphlets and
broad~heets.~
Frequently, these one-man shops were operated by Formschneider,
men who had begun their careers as specialists in block cutting, or Briefinaler,
specialists in manuscript illumination8 Trained as craftsmen, these entrepreneurs

had a functional level of literacy, and thus relied upon proof-readers to ensure the
accuracy of the printed text.
The demand for text and images combined in books and pamphlets also had

an important impact on the artistic community. The increased need for woodcut
illustrations moved the production of the woodcut from the monasteries to the secula.
community, creating a thriving enterjnise for popular image production. Woodcuts
also provided an additional source of income for arîists, as they could be sold to
printers in other cities and countries. Printers commissioned local artists to produce
images for a variety of different types of publications. In many cases, these artists
were unable to rad, and thus could not produce the necessary images from first-hand

knowledge of the text. Tnerefore, the printer or correctors provided the artist with a
preliminary drawing or a specific explanation of what was required in the image, a
process that could lead to discrepanciesbetween image and text
The numbers of printers and specialists grew rapidly in the late fifieenth and
early sixteenth centuries, due in large measure to the absence of the sûict regulations
guiding other professions. in the early decades of the press, it was difficult to identifj
the work of publishers with any existing guild; the work involved traditional craft
such as the woodcuî, new technologies such as the press itself, and included activities
that beionged within the realms of the scholar and the educator. increased trade and

cornpetition instigated many requests to town councils for the establishment of a
printer"~guild; however, these requests were repeatedly deniedg Nuremberg, for
example, did not establish such guild regulations until 1746.

In spite of the proliferation of print shops, publication numbers flucîuated
Prior to 1480, an average of fewer than 40 books were produced in a single year in
~ e r m a n y Production
.~~
continued at this slow rate until 1508, when the market
experienced an increased demand for publications, a demand that continued well into
the 1520's. Records show that in 1519,111 new titles were put into circulation; by
1523 this nurnber had increased significantly, to 498.l Pamphlet production

experienced a similar boom. Between 1501 and 1530, an estimated 10,000 pamphlet
editions were issued, each edition averaged roughly 1000 copies, resulting in an
approximate number of ten million pamphlets circulated over the thirty-year
peri&l2 This substantial increase was in large measure due to the growth of the

reform movement, which commissioned the majority of the publications released
between 1521 and 1528.l3 Indeed, of the 498 new titles published in 1523,418
addressed the theologicai issues r a i d by Luther and other reformers. Reformation
polemic began to decrease in 1529, once the reform movement's initial needs had
been met, and the sharp decline in publication numbers continued into the 1550's.

Although the schools, monasteries and libraries of the Catholic Church continued to
provide pnnters with a steady market, their ne& did not equal those of the reformers
in the early l520's, and many printers were forced to seek out other methods of
SUPpofi
The publication boom of the first decades of the sixteenth century not only
was important for the printing industry, but also provided the comrnunity with a
wealth of information through an entirely new means of communication. The most
popular forms of mass communication were the pamphlet and broadsheet, afYordable
to most members of the cornmuniîy. These offered an attractive combination of
illustration and tex4 and differed only in length. Broadsheets combined text and
image on a single sheet; longer texts were bound as pamphlets with a title page
illustration, and, occasionally, additional images throughout the text. Pnor to the
sixteenth century, the majority of the price of a publication was the result of the high
cost in papa products. The rapid expansion of the printing industry had brought a
similar expansion in paper mills, resulting in a dmnatic decrease in the cost of paper,
and thus in the cost of books and other publications. Prices are difficult to ascertain.
However, it has been estimated that in 1522, when a master mason eamed an average
of 28 pfennig a &y, an illustrated broadsheet could be purchased for between four
and eight pfennig.I4 Therefore, smaller fonns of communication were affordable to
a broad spectm of the population, including those of more moderate means.
The availability of small publications increased in the later part of the
fifieenth century, as they were ofien issued simultaneouslyin both Latin and the
vemacular. This move towards vemacular publications provided the common man
with news relevant to his daily life, such as wars, local festivities, political events,
and weather forecasts. Social conflicts and natural disasters were often interpreted as
divine omens; advanced warning of such catastrophes provided the opportunity for
preparation, and repentance.

The rise of vernacular publications had other important implications for the
community, specifically with regards to the modes of communication. Prior to the
development and expansion of the print industry, information was received primarily
through oral and visual means. Communal assernblies, whether within the tavem or
the village squareyhad been the pirnary method of information exchange; the press
altered this system dramatically by making information simultaneouslyavailable to
numemus individuals. This development did not, however, dissolve older methods of
communication, but rather added a new element. Indeed, popular publications
incorporatecivisual and oral methods of communicationto create new forms of
information exchange.
Although precise literacy rates are difficult to ascertain, the ability to read the
printed word was not widespread At the end of the fifieenth centuyyliteracy was a
matter of social stratification, reserved pnmarily for the elite, and the clergy.I5
Nevertheless, the ability to read was becoming increasingly important among
craftsmen and merchants.I6 Within the community, however, literacy remained the
exception rather than the rule. In the early decades of the sixteenth century, an
estimated ten to thirîy percent of townsfolk could r d ; on a national level the
average dropped to approximately five percent.I7
The ability to read the printed word was not the only means by which one
could attain the information made available through the print medium. Woodcut
illustrations included in pamphlets and broadsheets served not only as advertisements
and visual companions for the message in text, but also provided basic information
for the illiterate. The efficacy of woodcuts in popular works was recognized in the
early stages of the press. The woodcut was inexpensive to produce, and its formal
simplicity lent itself readily to the print medium. Furthermore, the printed image and
the printed text required similar methods of production; the blocks of both image and
text could be locked into the press simultaneously, thereby reducing production time

and cost. An additional benefit of the woodcut was the strength of the medium;a
single woodcut could produce as many as fifteen-hundred copies before the material
became significantly worn,18 presenting for the first time exactly duplicable images
within the print industry. This technology had tremendous significance for
publishing for example, technical and scientific literature was greatly enhanced by
the availability of standardized illustrations.lg
Woodcuts also enhanced the populanty of pamphlets and broadsheets because
they had been a central element in popular culture for many decades. Indeed,
woodcuts had been closely tied to religious practices throughout the fifteenth century.
Printed images of relics, saints, and other objects of devotion were especially popular
among people of more modest means. The sale of indulgences took full advantage of
the woodcut by including, for example, an image of Christ with the prayers to be
recited in atonement. By the early sixteenth century, woodcut illustrations had
expanded into secular representations, rendering numerous aspects of contemporary
society in visual statements accessible to the literate and illiterate alike. In effect, the
tradition of the popular woodcut utilized an altemate form of literacy- visual literacywhich was not restricted by class or education.
In many respects the image remained dependent upon the information
provided in text of the pamphlet, as its essential meaning was to be derived fiom the
printed message. The images were to act as visual aids to the public, but in order for
the illiterate to receive the full content of the publication, they had to tum to those
who couid read the printed word Often, information was transmitted from the
pamphlet to the public by those who dealt in books, whether they were peddlers at the
local markets, public officiais, journeymen, or traveling preachers20 Most
commonly, however, information was provided by local clergymen, city clerks,
students, and those artisans who had achieved a degree of respect and authority
within the comm~nity.~~
This oral transmission not only ensured that the original

message would be imparied to both the literate and illiterate, but also provided an
atmosphere in which the issues at hand could be fieely discussed. Indeed, discussion
of contemporary events was a crucial aspect of wmmunity life, especially conceming
the portentous events that commonly filled the popular publications. Prophecies and
forewaniings were often couched in ambiguous te=;

collective discussion might

clarify those ambiguities, and shape group opinion about their relevance and
importance to the community. Within such a familiar setting, however, discussions
were as likely to be guided by the values and convictions of the community as by
~bjectivity.~~
Pamphlets and broadsheets incorporated traditional, h i l i a r methods of
communication, while creating a powerfd new means of circulating information.
The combination of the printed word, illustration and discussion made it possible for
information to cross social and geographical barriers at a pace unequaled in history.
This new medium's potential was recognized by political and religious leaders.
Pamphlets and broadsheets were quickly employed for propagandistic purposes,
especially during times of political, religious, and social d i ~ t r e s s The
. ~ ~fears and
concems of the community were manipulated by those who wished to influence
public opinion; political agendas were couched in terms of advice and
recommendations for the bettement and security of society.
Among the most effective carnpaigns to employ the print medium was the
Lutheran Reformation. Reformers circulated their theological concems to a wide
audience with unprecedented speed. Furthemore, reformers were very much aware
of the power of pamphlets, and took full advantage of the opportunities they
presented Reform publications were issued primarily in the vemacular, ofien with
the express request that the material be read aloud to one group, and passed on to
another afierwards. illustrations provided the audience with a visual wunterpart of
the message the publication wntained; the information was amplified and given a

sense of immediacy by incorporating imagery that had previously becorne popular in
secular prints, and adapting it to suit the message of the text.
In many examples of reformation polemic, however, the text provided only
brief commentary, while the woodcut provided the essential information. In the
pamphlet entitled Passional Christi und Antichristi, issued by Lucas Cranach in 1521,
the images were the primary focus. The Passional, a small book illustrating scenes
fiom the life of Christ or the saints, was a traditional item of personal devotion In
this instance, the medium has been adapted for the purposes of refonn propaganda.
Thirteen pairs of woodcuts âemonstmte the contrasts between the simple, pious life
of Chrisi, and the lavish, exuberant lifestyle of the Pope, whom Luther had identified
with the Antichrist in the previous year. The message is made immediately clear
through the images: the road to salvation lies not in the self-righteous, indulgent,
sinfd life as led by the Pope, but in the simple piety taught by Christ in the Gospels.
The final pair of woodcuts (Figs. 1-2) demonstrate this theme forcefully: Christ,who
has led his life in the m e service of God, ascends into the heavenly kingdom, while
the pope, who has led his life in the service of his own earthly pleasures, is cast into
Hell, eternally damned for his sinful behavior. The content of the publication would
have been accessible to both the literate and illiterate through the images alone; the
text, added by the reformer Philipp Melanchthon, is merely included as a
compliment, and is therefore brief and expository.
Catholic supporters responded to the religious campaign of the refomers,
although they were not as quick to take up the print medium in their efforts. As a
result, much of the popular Catholic publications date well into the 1520's.
Occasionally, however, Catholic supporters issued a counterattack by adding
contemporary commentary to older images, as is the case with an image illustrating a
monk in a white cowl, accompanied by a devil on his shoulder, and a disciple (Fig.
3). The image, whose motif had the established connotation of the Devil whispering

into the ear of the Antichrist, first appeared in a prognostication by Johannes
Lichtenberger in 1 4 8 8 . ~In~a 1492 edition, an explanatory note was later handwritten into the image, identifling the monk as Luther, his disciple as Melanchthon.
This small addition had a wider reference within Catholic camps, as many were
intent upon proving that Luther, in fact, was the Anticbnst, d o s e amival had been
foretold in the very same publication that provided the image. In response to this new
interpretation, Luther replied thaî "Lo!the Devil dwelleth not in his heart, where
there is no place but for the Lord Jesus, but is plaguing him by sitting on his n e ~ k . " ~ ~
In this manner Luther was able to direct the identification of the devil with the
Catholic Church
Religious and political agendas were also common in pamphlets distributing
news of miraculous events and forewarnings of natural disasters. Indeed, in an age in
which no earthly explanaiion could be found for such events as Siamese births,

'

disease, and earthquakes, the answers were çought in the heavens, endowing these
occurrences with divine import. As indications of W s displeasure, mimcuîous
events were open to an abundance of interpretations. Furthemore, it was often
possible that the bue significance of the omen would not be immediately known to

man;for this reason, new interpretatons of events of years past were given equal
consideration. Such is the case with an event of 1492, when a large meteor fell upon
Ensisheim, a hamiet in Alsace. Sebastian Brant recounts the event in an illustrated
broadsheet issued in 1492 (Fig. 4). A small woodcut at the head of the shed
illustrates a large object emerging h m the clouds, its rays descending upon a village,
identified as Ensisheim. In the tex&provided in both Latin and Geman, Brant offers
an explanation for the disastrous event: God has sent the celestid body in punishment
for current state of Gennan imperialist p o ~ i c i e s . ~ ~
A crucial factor in the success of pamphlets and broadsheets as propagandistic

tools was the establishment of public confidence in the author's knowledge and

r e l i a b i l i ~ .To
~ ~a certain degree, the appearance of any information in print lent
credibility to the content of the publication. More often, however, the author
supported his interpretations by claiming the support of judicial astrology,
experience, and past prophecies. Judicial astrology provided an authority that was
undisputed within the public sphere. Attacks and defenses of the practice remained
primarily within the domain of the scholar, whereas the common man readily
accepted celestial influence as divine will. Experience, altbough somewhat more
vague and removed fiom the common man,was also called upon as reference to
authority. The professional experience to which the astrologer refers would have
been comparable to that of the shoemaker, wbo lmew the precise moment at which a
piece of leather would be perfectly treated, or the farmer, who knew exactly when his
crops were ripe for harvest. Experience provided knowledge; through this knowledge
the astrologer could ascertain the importance of celestial and natural events. The
most unusual claim to authority was the redeployment of prior prophecies.
Authoritative proof was sought in the discoveries of past astrologers; the success and
survival of the prophecy within leamed circles became, in itself, evidence of its
accuracy. Prophecies tended to remain vague in their worldly implications, and, as a
result, were open to a variety of interpretations, often crossing over decades.
The most powerful prognostications combined those by several authorities.
Lichtenbergefs predictions presented just such a case, combining Joachimist
prophecies of worldly strife and resultant Christian victories, with judicial astrology
applied to the celestial events expected in the final decades of the fifieenth century.
Lichtenberger, who had copied much of his work fiom his contemporary, Paul von
Middelburg,became such an authority himself; bis prognostications were reissued
numerous times in the early sixteenth century, and provided astrologers with ample
information which they reinterpreted within their own context.

The appeal to such authorities provided the author of the prediction with an

air of reliability, and increased the impact of his interpretations. Primarily, these
popular publications were intended to forewarn the reader of the events that were
expected to occur, and provide recommended courses of action. Often these became
not only a method of communication, but a source of public panic which many critics
. ~the~ late fifteenth
believed was both unnecessaq, and dangerous to public s a f e ~ In
century some authorities exposed the inilammatory potential of popular publications,
but for the most part, few efforts were made to control the material published Town
councilors, in fact, supported the variety of information the press made available for
public consumption, and believed that in many cases the pamphlet and broadsheet
provided reminders of Christian

Some censorship laws were passed on

local levels in Germany; the first was issued in 1478 in Cologne, in response to a
small publication that questioned motions passed by the city ~ o u n c i l Efforts
. ~ ~ to
suppress books that were deemed heretical and morally dangerous were also made by
the papacy: by Sixtus N in 1479, Innocent VIII in 1487, Alexander VI in 1501, and
Leo X in both 1515 and 1520. However, these laws proved largely ineffectual.
Publishers found methods in which laws could be circumvented, and administrations
were lax in their enforcement. Most importantly, the public's desire for knowledge,
augmented by these new means of circulation, proved to be fàrtoo powerful.
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C h e r3
The Conjunction of 1524: Its Impact, and Implcations

Popular pamphlets issued within the public sphere in the sixteenth century
provided interpretations of a variety of current events, among them, the celestial
movements; this information was vital and relevant not only to the individual's
profession or heaith, but also to his community, and his nation as a whole. In an age
guided by the tenets set forth by the Bible, troubled times intimated not merely the
sins of man, but the state of the Christian world During social, politicai, and
religious unrest, signs were sought to give some tangible meaning to the events, and
some indication of what the turmoil might entail for the future of the Christian
empire. The heavens offered a powerful source of these answers; as instruments of
God's divine wili, they became celestial agents of change, indicators of events pst,
present, and future.
Temporal incidents of a vast variety wuld be foreseen in the heavens; among
the most important were those that offered an indication of the emergence of the
Antichrist, and second coming of Christ, These two events, intimately tied with the
coming of the Millennium and Last Judgement, were essential to Christian belief In
the Last Days the final battles would ensue between the forces of good and evil.
Christ, victorious, would cast Satan into a pit for one thousand years, and rule the
Millennium in peace until al1 souls were called for Final Judgement. Therefore, prior
waming of this event would enable Christians to prepare themselves for Judgement,
atone for their sins, and be admitted into the Heavenly Jenisalem.
Scripture provided the primary source of the dating of these events. An
interpretation of the Book of Daniel proposed a division of four realms or periods for
the history of the world, according to the vision of the colossus with feet of clay. The
fourth period, which corresponded to the base element clay, was to be the 1st of
temporal history. Initiated with the Incarnation, this final period would draw to an

end in a state of corruption and sin. At the close of this era, destitute of faith, the
Antichrist would make his appearance upon Earth, and engage in his finalbattle with
Christ. Following Christ's victory, a new, eternai realm would be established, ruied
by the Lord in the Heavenly Jerusaiem.
Another powerful interpretation of the history of the world, put forth by
Augustine and Pope Gregory the Great, was derived h m Genesis. The six days in
which God created the celestial and temporal reaims were believed to wrrespond to
both the stages of a man's life, and the periods of world history. Although some
authors on this subject had shortened the number to five, this final &y of creation
was equated with the final age of a man's life, in which bis physicai and mental

abilities became weak and ineffective, and death rapidly approached. It was assumed
that similar characteristics would become evident in the Last Days of the world, when
secular affiirs, political leaders, and religious institutions would show signs of
depraviiy and impotence. At this time, when humanity was at its weakest, the
Antichrist would emerge into the world of men. Pope Gregory 1offered additionai
support for this interpretation in his commentaries on the Book of Job. He believed
that chapters forty and forty-one, which discussed Leviathan, were especially
applicable to the anival of the Antichrist. The verse "Want shall go before his face"
was interpreted as an indication that at the time of the Antichrist's appearance the

world would be bereft of miracles, of faith, and of virtue.] Gregory did offer some
hope for those in his own time, indicating that this terrible event could be postponed
by returning to the virtuous ways of life, as led by the Church fathers. The final
outcome could not be prevented, however, as the last &y of world history had begun,
inaugurated with the birth of Christ. Again, He would be victorious over the
Antichrist, and usher in the dawn of the seventh &y, which would last for etemity in
the Heavenly Jerusalem.

Like the four eras of Daniel, the interpretation of the six days of creation
offered some means by which p s t and present could be understood within the notion
of Christian history. Within a narrower scope, the passage of time and events were
more easily observed and interpreted by the movements of the heavens, specifically
with respect to the conjunctionsof Jupiter and Satum. As noted, these two planets
came into alignment only every twenty years, and for a duration of 240 years, these
occurred within one of the four zodiacal trïgons. Upon the completion of îhis period,

the alignment moved into the next trigon, an event known as a mutation; a great
mutation occurred after a period of 960 years, once the alignments had moved
through each of the four trigons and retumed to their original position in Aies, one of
the houses of the f i q ûiplicity.
Al-Kindi, the Arab astrologer and teacher of Albumasar, wrote that the
potency of the conjunction affecting religious and secular affairs was dependent upon
the frequencyin which those planets came into alignment. Due to the rarity of the
alignment of Jupiter and Satum, grand conjunctionswere considered to indicate the
most signifiant historical events, the more so upon the completion of the 960-year
cycle. The character of these events was influenced by the zodiacal signs in which
the conjunction occurred, and the relation of the planets to each other. S a m , the
most foreboding of the planets, was blieved to indicate grave afflictions in the
secular realm; when this planet was in conjunction with Jupiter, the d e r of religion,
the Church, too, would suffer misfortune.
This celestial system received great support from scholars such as the
thirteenth-centwy theologian, Peter of Abano, who proposai a theory of world history
that incorporated the influence of the planets. Abano divided history into a great
week of seven eras, M e r subdivided into ages mled by each of the seven planets,
and the conjunctions of Jupiter and saturn2 Within this system he found celestial
evidence for many of the great events of history; among these, he calculated that

Noah's Flood had occurred during a grand conjunction in Pisces, under the reign of

Mars. This notion was disputed in the fifieenth century by Pico della Mirandola, who
claimed that the Flood was in fact caused by a grand conjunction in the fiery triplicity
159 years pnor to the event; furthemore, the reign of the fiery trigon continued for an
additional 120 years aller the calamitous event. In Piw's opinion, it was, therefore,
impossible for the superior planets to have been in conjunction in a watery house at
the tirne of the Flood However, the grand conjunction of 1524 was believed to
reflect Abano's calculation of the heavenly convergence, a notion first published by
Stoeffler and Pflaum in their ephemerides. These two astrologers contradicted Abano
in one respect: they calculated the Flood of Noah as having taken place in the watery
sign of Aquan'us. Neveruieless, they predicted that sixteen of the twenty
conjunctions to m u r in 1524 would take place in Pisces, also a watery sign, and
these would mirror the planetary positions during the Universal Flood This
prediction incited a great deal of speculaîion over what the year 1524 might entail for
the world; indeed, many believed it indicated a second universal flood, and the end of
the temporal world. Further support was found in snidy of the ongins of the Christian
faith. At the time of Christ's birth and the growth of the Christian religion, the
superior planets converged within the fiery trigon As this triplicity marked the birth
of the Christian faith, it was considered that the watery triplicity, which preceded its
fiery counterpart, would mark its end
Stoeffler and Pflaum's ephemerides, reissued several times between 1504 and
1522, seemingly provided the source for the controversy that ensued in the early years
of the sixteenth ~entury.~
They did predict that the conjunction would instigate a
great many changes in every part of the world, but did not include any indication of a

second universal deluge. This detail would explain why there was no immediate
panic conceming such a calamity, yet by 1517 the belief had become wmmon among
the population. By focusing on the influence of Pisces and the similaritiesof the

celestial positions with those during Noah's Flood, oral tradition was most likely
responsible for the embellishment and resulting panic that gripped the public? In
response to the widespread fear of a second deluge, nearly sixty authors addressed the
issue. The debate reached its high point in 1523and 1524; fifiy-one pamphlets were
issued over the course of 1523, and another sixteen by the end of Febniary, 1524.~
The authors wrote with the intention of dispelling the belief that a universal flood
was imminent. In iîs place, they offered their own interpretaîions, often with political

agendas, and oflen somewhat vague in their implications.
One factor strongly influencingthe interpretations offered by these pamphlets
was religious affi~iation.~
By the time the first pamphlets were published in 1519,

Luther's confiict with the Roman Church had become cornmon knowledge; indeed,
Luther's supporters, both fiom within and without clerical circles, were rapidly
increasing, and many had in fkct converted to Luther's teachings. It is difficult,
however, if not at times impossible, to provide a clear distinction between Lutheran
and Catholic pamphlets. In many cases, the authors were covert in their religious
loyalties, veiling their predictions in ambiguous terms. Furthemore, many authors
were primarily concemed with their rivalry with other astrologers, using the pamphlet

as a medium through which they could undermine and ridicule their opponents. In
spite of these complications, it is possible to identiQ the general approach taken by
those within the Protestant and Catholic camps. Catholic astrologers primarily
offered consolatory predictions. In these, catastrophes were minimized, and
restricted geographically. Repentance was still strongly urged, for even though the
celestial signs did not indicate a universal deluge, these were indicative of God's
displeasure, and hence man's salvation was at d e .
Protestant authors were more severe in their approach. Although they did not
support the belief that 1524 would witness a second universal flood, their
interpretationswere grave, and entailed a great many calamities for the Christian

world They too asserted that God's displeasurewas indicated by the conjunction; the
cause of His displeasure, however, was to be found in Rome. The Pope, viewed as
the Antichrist, had defiled the Church, and brought moral depravity to the kingdom of
God on Earth. They asserted that although only God may know the future of

humankind, the only means of repentance and salvation was through a retum to the
Word, and the true nature of the Christian fait.as taught by Luther. The division of
predictions into Catholic and Protestant views was not lost on the public. Indeed,the
Spanish theologian Pedro Cirvelo commented that fiom the many predictions and
recommendations, three primary views wuld be distinguished: that of the Germans,
who predicted an excess of rainfall and flooding that of the Italians, who great1y
reduced the effects of the wnjunction; and lastly, that of astrologers who prescribed
to Ptolemaic astrology and fwused upon an eclipse that was to occur on August 25,
1523.

The structure of the pamphlets, regardless of the author's religious affiliation,
followed the traditional format of the astrological practica7 In the first part,
evidence was presented to the reader in the fonn of prior prophecies and astrological
predictions. In the second section, the findings of these historical authorities were
applied to the current situation; relevant facts were presented to support the author's
interpretations in an effort to convince the audience of the verity of the predictions
offered This crucial part of the publication held great implications for both the
secular and religious realms, and it was here that the author could hope to have his
greatest influence on public opinion.

In many instances, older practicas were reissued with the belief that they
could provide authoritative insight into c

m events. As has been noted in the

previous chapter, Johannes Lichtenberger's Pronosticario of 1488 enjoyed renewed
popularity in the sixteenth century; it was reprint4 in Italy at least Nne times
between 1500 and 1525, and, although not reprinted in Germany, it was widely rad

and quoted8 Lichtenberger's iract was concerned with the 1484 conjunction of
Jupiter and Saturn in Scorpio, iduenced by Mars. His prediction, supporteci with
evidence taken fiom Joachimite and Sibylline prophecies, ancient astrologers, and the
writings of the Church fathers, asserted that a false prophet would emerge in the
wming years. This man, educated and resourceiid, would lead men astray from the
tme faith with false miracles and guileiid words. He, in tum, would be followed by
the antichristus mixtus, another @se prophet, but their efforts wodd be defeated by

an angelic pope, who would be succeeded by t

k equally pious meng Within the

context of the emerging reformation, this prediction provided a highly effective
argument for both Protestant and Catholic supporters: each could declare with
certainty that this false prophet stood within the wails of their advemq+scamp.
Lichtenberger's prediction, seemingly fulfilled within the early sixteenth century, thus
provided astrologers with a highly effective source for their own predictions. Indeed,
many authors drew examples fiom Lichtenberger in their discussion of the
conjunction of 1524.
Another treatise that received a great deal of attention as the dreaded year
approached was Joseph Griinpeck's ~peculzun,~~
published in both Latin and German
in 1508. Grünpeck's work, dedicated to the Estates of the Empire, and, in the Latin
edition only, to the Cardinal legate Bemhardinus, urges the continuation of efforts
towards Empire reform, in spite of the defeat of îheir late leader, Berthold von
Hemeberg. He suggests that the current unrest within the Empire may be viewed as
divine punishment, and that future unrest may be avoided if the Emperor and the
Estates worked together for the good of the public. Furthermore, he urges political
and religious leaders to pay heed to the signs in the heavens; any indifference to these
signs would result in further calamities and turmoil, which would begin within the
Church. In support of his prediction, he draws fiom Lichtenberger the Joachimite
prophecy of the holy preacher, whose appearance was evidence of the rampant

depravity of mankind The holy preacher would be a pious man, concerned with the
world's disregard of the Word and of the state of God's flock on Earth.
Although Griinpeck's treatise does not address any specific conjunction or
planetary event, his Specufumwas reissued numerous times between 15 15 and 1525
by anonymous authors. These anonymous editions are in large part a reworking of
the essential elements of Grünpeck's original; their purpose was to encourage a
campaign of reform, in order to avert the disasters foreseen in the stars.] Following

a discussion of prophecies and past conjunctions presented in Grünpeck's Speculum,
predictions are offered for the years 1516 to 1524. Both 1522 and 1524 are given
additional emphasis: in these years, one could expect famine, disease, revolts and
treason such as had never been seea This calamitous state would continue until
1530, when a new era of peace would emerge. No specific reference is made to the

prediction of a flood for 1524, but the waniings and predictions made within these
anonymous pamphlets were taken with the utmost seriousness, as they were
considered relevant within the context of the events foreseen for 1524.
The first author to address the subject of the expected conjunction was
Albertus Pighius, or Pigghe, of Kampen, Holland. l2 In a treatise of 1519, dedicated
to his colleague, Agostino Nifo, Pigghe diminished the influence of conjunctions in
favor of the luna.and solar eclipse. Consideringthe controversy surroundingthe
celestial events expected for 1524, he chastises astrologers for their emphasis upon
the conjunction and their neglect of the lunar eclipse that was to occur in 1523. He

asserts that the effects propsed for the conjunction of 1524 would be greatly
minimized due to the differing natures of the planets; however, if the conjunction was
to have any great effect, it would be a result of the eclipse of the preceding year.
Nifo responds to Pigghe's work in his treatise Defalsa dilwii
prognosticatione,13published in December of 15 19. This treatise, set forth in three
books, was the first publication concerned solely with the events of 1524. ln this

work, Nifo admits that there were many sound arguments in support of a universal
flood, but argues that even if the planetary positions did indeed reflect those of
Noah's Flood, the effects wouid not be immediately felt, as the conjunction had
preceded the Flood by more than a century. In spite of the evidence which wouid
support the belief in a second deluge, Nifo rejects it on a number of counts. First, he
reminds the reader of the promise of God, symbolized by the rainbow, that a flood
such as that in Noah's &y would never again be seen on Earth. Second, he argues
that even if a universal deluge were to occur, it could not be foreseen in the stars, as it
was a supematural, rather than a natural event. Earîhiy events such as disease,
famine, and localized floods were natrrrally possible, and thus infiuenced by the
celestial realm; supernaturai events, however, were free fiom planetq influence as
they were not naturally possible, and could only be produced by God's divine power.
Nifo does predict that the conjunction, in combination with an estimated 153 eclipses
calculated for the years 1523-24, will cause moderate flooding and some stomy
weather in lS24, but Venus will counteract the maleficent influences and d u c e the
severity of the effects.
The arguments presented by Pigghe and Nifo are repeated in the work of
Georg Tannstetter, a professor of mathematics and medicine at the University of
Vienna In his In gratia serenissimi acpoletissimiprincipis & dni..,14

dedicated to

the Archduke Ferdinand in March of 1523, Tannstetter States that although the issue
had been adequately addressed by both Pigghe and Nifo, he feels obliged to comment
upon the m o r s concerning the calamitous effects expected fiom the conjunction of
1524. Tannstetter notes that as a result of the growing m o r s , men were liquidating
their assets, moving their families to mountaintops, and refraining fiom new
endeavors; his intention in the pamphlet is to dispel their fears, and encourage them
to continue with their daily activities.

In addition to the predictions offered by Pigghe and Nifo, Tannstetter presents
M e r evidence by listing a senes of similar conjunctions in Pisces in which no flood
occurred. He agrees with his colleagues that flooding couid be expected in some

areas, but this would largely be the result of the eclipse expected in 1523. The effects
would be increased by the conjunction in 1524, as both will occur in nearly the same
degree of Pisces, but Tannstetter consoles his readers by explaining that the presence
of Jupiter and Venus would counter the effects of the other planets. In addition to
local floods, Tannstetter predicts tunnoil within political institutions, and an
emergence of sects, panderers and heretics, although he states that the latter will be
quickly defeated as their der, Mercury, exerts the least force. Tannstetter concludes
his prediction by stating that the effects of the celestial events expected in 1523 and
1524 would 1st until 1540, &er which the world would witness even greater

calamities as a resuit of a solar eclipse in Mes, combined with a conjunction in
Scorpio in 1543 and four eclipses in 1544. He closes his treatise with a reminder of
God's promise in the form of the rainôow, which proved that the celestial events at
hand would not bnng about a second flood.
Luca Gaurico, the court asîrologer of the G o n q family in Mantua, had
gained notariety for his popular astrological predictions, circulated in Italy and
Germany, in the early years of the sixteenth centiuy.15 In an anonymous practica
published as early as 1501 he begins to include warnings concerning the events of
1524 .16 In 1522, he fully expounds upon his earlier predictions in his signed
Prognosticon a b incarnatione Christi anno MDII usque ad annum MDXXXV
v a l i f u ~ n , dedicated
'~
to Marchese Franeaco Gonzaga G m i offm
~ predictions
for a period covenng nearly thirty-five years, a popular format for many astrologers.
This ambiguity renders the treatise difficult to decipher in many ways, yet two
dominant aspects of the work become clear: the emphasis upon natural disasters
which could be expected during this time-span, and the imposing threat of a future

heretic who would seduce many followers with lies and false miracles. These are
especially evident in the treatment of the years 1512, and 1522-24.
Gaurico predicts many calamities for 1512 to result h m a cornet that had
appeared in 1511. This celestid apparition would cause earthquakes in the following
years, and a flood similar to that which he believed had been predicted by Stoeffler
and Pflaum in 1499.18 In addition, in September of 1512the seven heavenly bodies
wouid converge in Cadz Drawnis, followed by a solar and lunar eciipse, which will

bring great winds, inundations, and widespread death and destruction to Earth. In
light of these findings, Gaurico urges his readers to seek proper shelter, preferably
within the mountains, for the duration of September 1512; those who did not heed his
warning, he argues, would not likely survive. Gaurico asserts that the temporal
impact was to be so severe that even the Infidels would convert to Christianity in the
hope of salvation
Simila.events were predicted in response to the 1524 conjunction. However,
Gauriw pfoclaimsthat the effects would first be felt in 1522. Again, the
convergence of the planets wouid occur within the Cauda Draconis, and, as in 1512,
immense calamities such as earthquakes and floods couid be expected In this
instance, he wges the reader to take extra precaution and make provisions for a full
forty days, although the flood would only 1st for the duration of one month.
Interestingly, in 1524 Gaurico retracts his earlier wamings, offering in their place a
more consolatory prediction within the lines of Nifo and his colleagues. He
adamantly denies that the published treatise bearing his name came fiom his pen,
insisting that it was the devious work of a charlatan and forger, pubiished in Italian
because the fellow did not know htin.lg
Johann Virdung von HaBfurt,a professor of astrology at the University of
Heidelberg, criticizes Gaurico's predictions for 1512, which at that time had been
circulated in an additional pamphlet. Virdung believes that the pamphlet was issued

in order to incite panic mong both the lower classes and political leaders?0 and
recommends that severe punishment be taken upon the author. in response to the
apocalyptic mood prevalent in the early years of the sixteenth century, Virdung
t ~15
~ 12. In this work he comments upon the
published Practica von dem ~ n t c r i s in

various interpretationsconcerningthe emergence of the Antichrist, drawing upon
Joachimist and Sibylline prophecies, Methodius, and astrology. Various dates had
been assigned to the dreadful event, incliiding 1503,1528, and 1531; other
interpretations asserted that Gog,associated with the Turkish forces by
contemporaries, was born in 1501 and would make himself known in 1517. Virdung
attempts to pacifi his readers by predicting the Antichrist's appearance not within his
own time, but at some point during the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries.
In his treatments of the conjunctions of 1524, he continues in his efforts to

reduce public fear and anxiety. He briefly addresses the subject in a discussion on
celestid apparitions in 1520; in a Practica ~eutsch22of 1521, he addresses the topic
in M e r detail. He agrees with his fellow astrologers in the pmhction that there
will be moderate flooding, but restricts their occurrence to remote areas that would be
less affècted Virdung warns that excessive rain and floods could be expected as
early as 1523, destroying crops, villages, and ships. He M e r advises his readers
that the effects of the conjunction would last until 1563, although not al1 effects
would begin immediately, nor would they al1 endure until his proposed date. Indeed,
some influences of the alignment may not become evident until as late as 1556.
Virdung does attempt to provide his reaciers with hope, however, as God's promise of
the rainbow assures him that the calamities brought by the planetary convergence will
not be widespread, nor universai.
Doctor Johannes Copp, who issued a Practica Deutsch annually between
1521 and 1523, also invokes the promise of the rainbow in order to pacifj his readers.
His interpretations of the celestial events, however, are somewhat more grave than

those offered by Virdung. Copp asserts that the combined influences of the eclipse in
1523 and the conjunction of 1524 would produce snow and min, thunder and

lighlning, so severe that the lives of those on islands and in valleys would be in
jeopardy. Furthennore, the heavenly configurations indicated that unprecedented war
and destniction of humankind would ensue; turmoil wiîhin the lower classes would
lead to rebellions and battles, placing the state of the Christian world in grave danger.
Copp's intentions h m e clear in his conclusions. The destruction, aithough not
universal, would be extensive. Furthermore, the full influence of the heavenly
convergence should not be expected within the following two years. Only God could
tmly predict when the calamities might ensue. It was urgent, therefore, that the
Christian empire repent and mend its sinfui ways, in order that the evils to come may

be alleviated Copp believed in the Lutheran refonn movement; in this work, he
implies not only that the Church of Rome had brought mankind into dire straits, but
also that God's gram could still be achieved t h u g h the reform of the Church, as
proposed by Luther.
Doctor Alexander Seitz von Marbach presented a similar argument in his
Wamung des ~undfiuss,~
published anonymously in 1520 in French and German.

Like Copp, Seitz had converted to Protestantism, and was sympathetic towards the
plight of the lower classes. indeed, his publication conceming the conjunction was
presented at the Diet of Worms to the Emperor, electors, councilors and prelates in an
effort to impress upon them the dire need for reform within the Church, and official
regulations goveming agriculture, a primary means of employment for the peasant
class.
Johann Carion, a court astrologer to the Elector of Brandenburg, was aiso
guided by his Lutheran sympathies in his predictions for 1524. Although oRcially
Catholic, his letters to Philipp Melanchthon indicate that he had secretly converted to
the reform m~vernent.~~
Carion was less gentle in his predictions, which he

presented in his Prognosticuiio und Erklenmg der grossen ~ e s s e n m ~first
.2~
published in 1521, and followed by three more editions in 1522. In this treatise, he
reminds his reader of the flood of Rome in the eighth century*citing that the event

was followed by an invasion of dragons, and a horrific plague that claimed more than
eighty lives, including that of a pope. Carion does not support the belief that the end
of the world would result h m the conjunction of 15%; however, he asserts that
severe flooding would occur, and provides a date for his audience: July 15,1525.
The calamities brought by the conjunction would also include the death of many
Christians, and revolutions within the Chu& Carion offers predictions of the
distant future, including the arriva1 of the Ahchrist in 1693, and an unnamed
calamity, which would be one of the worst witnessed in history, brought by the
completion of the Satumian cycle in 1789. in Carion's minci, there is only one
possible recouse: a complete reform of the Roman Church in accordance with the
Lutheran reform movement.
Although this survey is not by any means a cornprehensive examination of the
pamphlets issued and reissued with regards to the conjunction of 1524, this review of
the literature offers a great deal of insight as to the uses of such a popular medium,
and the intentions held by their authors. None of the pamphlets issued supported the
notion of a universal deluge, and although many believed that the ensuing disasters
would be severe, the gravest of expectations were ofkn located within the remote

areas of Europe, or at some distant point in the future. In most cases, these pamphlets
became vehicles through which the author could provide a religious interpretation
and recommended course of action; in this manner, they become the propaganda
tools of men passionate in their beliefk, and their hopes for Christianity. Such
popular publications were intended to pacifi the growing anxiety of a public
expecting the inauguration of the Millennium, and their own Final Judgement.

Interestingîy, one of the authors of the ephemerides which had provided the
initial source for the rumors of a second universal flood responded to the public panic
at the age of seventy-two. Johannes Stoeffler issued his treaîise Ex-gatioduersus
diuinationumAX7III anni susrpitiones ù quibusrcuque idigne sibi ofias, nominatim
aut à Geogrio Thmtetter CollimitioLywripensi, Mediw & Mahematiw, in eo
libello quem ipse consolatorium inscr@~it~~
in 1523. In this work, he addresses the

emors of Tamstetter and other astrologers, and denies the accusation that he was
responsible for predicting a universal deluge. In spite of this public correction, and of
those many publications which reiùted the possibility of such a flood, the public
continueci to fear the conjunction until weli beyond its expected date. Indeed, more
than enough evidence was seemingly provided: the future of the Christian faith was

uncertain as the conflicts between Luther and the Roman Church worsened; the
Turkish forces presented a constant threat to Christian borders; and celestial
apparitions and unnaturd earthiy events were to be found in every village in the early
years of the sixteenth century. In the public mind, the pamphlets issued with regards
to the conjunction provided the final proof that the future of the Christian world was
in imminent danger, and if one could not read the text, the images made this point
abundantly clear.
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Chopter 4
Image and Irttent: Illustration and Implication in Asirologicui Pn'nts

The printed image had become an established element in popular culture by
the 1520's; it was employed as an aid in prayer, a vehicle for the distribution of
information, and an avenue for political, religious, and social satire. Because of the
low literacy rates it had become an essential tool for those who wished to sway public
opinion and belief Indeed, the visual image had established a culture of its own,

with a complete vocabuiary îhat would have been irnmediately recognizable to both
the common man and the educated elite.

By the end of the Middle Aga, visual media had developed an unique
language conesponding to the image types repre~ented.~
One method of seeing
involved the imer vision of the penitent; the pious individual gazed upon an image
with the hope of achieving a mystical vision that would assure his salvation. To this
type belong iwnic images such as the Virgin and Child, or the Crucifixion, used to
inspire piety and penitence. A second type of seeing involved direct witnessing of
sacred mysteries, rather than an inner vision inspired by religious belief This type of
seeing anticipated a result similar to that of the inner vision, namely pious revelation.
However, its inspiration came h m the sacred made tangible, such as the host at the
moment of consecration2 A third type of seeing entailed a pilgrimage to witness a
sacred object. Merely gazing upon a sacred relic was believed to bring the pious into
the presence of the holy, and assure salvation. These methods of seeing were
manifest in a number of religious practices, and during the fifieenth century, they
were show in popular prints. By making the sacred image more readily available the
woodcut extended these religious experiences beyond their previous limitations, and
developed the individual's visual literacy. The earliest forms of the popular printed
literature, the blockbook and the broadsheet, relied upon the visual wmponent to
readily reach the illiterate; religious instruction and guidance was translated into a

visual form accessible to a greater number of people. Also, the woocicut had become
a popular commemoration of the pilgrimage; the image could be used time and again
to recall the experience, inspiring the piety of the journey anew. Indeed, the printed
image functioned in rnuch the same manner as relics and sacred rituals, prompting
meditation, devotion, and penitence. in these cases the text removed ambiguity fiom
the message of the work, but the image had become the focal point.
The study of images and their diâactive impact has a foundation in religious
devotion and practices. Therefore, this custom may be as effectively applied to
images of astrological prediction Celestid apparitions and events were interpreted
in terms of divine will, omens of Godls displeasure and the dangefs of continuing
sinful lifestyles. Cosmic events, like sacred mysteries, were deemed acts of God
beyond earthly influence. Publications regarding such supematural events as cornets
and conjunctions provided explanations of their divine significance, and
recommendations aimed to avert or lessen disastrous effects. Through practica and
almanacs, the individual could receive insigbt into the events of his day, advice about
necessary reparations, and wamings of what would come if the omens were
unheeded The images included in these publications provided visual companions to
the message of the text In the case of practica and almanacs, the images provided
the viewer with predictions about the events of the coming year, and suggested
appropriate courses of action. in publications which commented historically, images
informed the viewer as to the msons for events, and what could be done to jrevent
f i h e r calamities. in both cases, the image acted as a substitute for the direct
witnessing of the event, impressing its importance upon the viewer as though it had
occurred immediately before him.
Like the sacred image, astrological representations had become firmly
established in popular culture by the tum of the fifieenth century. The first known
western example of the illustration of the microcosm, the zodiacal man, was

developed in the fourteenth cent~ry.~
Earlier representations of man as microcosm
had been more theoretical in nature, and less accessible to the common man; in the
later Middle Ages, more naîuraiisticaily, the signs of the zodiac were directly
connected to the parts of the human body over which they had influence. This use of
astrology was of crucial importance in the common sphere as many daily activities
were affected by the planets: for example, the placement of the planets and especially
the Moon had to be exactly right for the success of any medical procedure. Such
wnjunctions were so important that in 1427 Charles W issued a law ordering al1
barbers to display a calendar in their shop, and follow its astrological guidance to the
letter. Other important aspects of the relation between man and the cosmos were the
cyclic activities of the Earth, such as planting and harvesting the crops. in this
regard, calendan ofien illustrated the labon proper to each month, guided by the
zodiacal houses, illustrated above or within the earthly labor. Similarly, illustrations
of the planets and their children, those who were bom under the influence of the
planet, became common. Each planet's personification was illustrated by men and
women in occupations believed to be guided by the planet This system asswned that
every individual was guided by and subject to the laws of the planets: future
activities, fortunes and misfortunes al1 were presented graphically in astrological

images.
The Roman visual tradition of astrology was first revived in the twelfth
century in ltaly: where the connections to classical culture were strong. Initially, the
illustrationsof the planets little resembled those of the Olympian gods of antiquity;
rather than reviving the representations of classical sculptures, depictions denved
from descriptions in astrological texts. Thus their planetary attributes were
extrapolated not from the legends of classical culture, but from the characteristics
observed and recorded in astrological terms. Another important feature of the
Medieval revival of the planetary gods was their transformation into contemporasy

beings. Because their movements were understood with respect to the cycles of
hurnan life and nature, their influence and importance on the earMy plane was
clearest when they were illustrated in human form. As superior beings, the planets
exerted influence upon those below. They were not, however, represented as divine,
elusive figures, removed fiom the earthly world of man.
Michael Scotus, court astrologer of Frederick II in the early years of the
thirteenth century?represented the planets in Christian terms to emphask their
celestial rolese5Planetary representations prior to the fifteenth century retained their
oriental and Arabic features, reflective of their ongin. By the fifteenth century they

had been completely assimilated by western European culture, and were shown as
members of the Christian class structure. Thus Mars became the contemporary

knight, Venus the courtly maiden, Saturn took the appearance of tbe peasant, often
show as a cripple, Jupiter acquired the vestments of the judiciiuy official, and
Mercury was dressed as a merchant or in the robes of a scholar. Although these
attributes reflect the planets' Roman heritage, they are no longer addressed as
mythicai figures of a distant pst6they are influences and forces of the present &y,
recognizable within a Christian context. Representation within the Christian social
system rendered their powers more immediate, and comprehensible, to the common
man. Satum's image as the peasanf an elderly man dressed in rags, ofien holding a
scythe and cmtch, identified him with the less fortunate members of Christian
socieîy: he niled the occupations of agricultural labor, as well as criminals and the
diseased. His grim nature implied that grave misfortune would befall those who were
born under his negative influence, and that the world would witness maieficent

effects when he was in a position of importance in the cosmos. Similarly, Mars,
dressed in amor, c o ~ o t e daggressivenessand destruction. Those bom under his
influence were belligerent in nature, inclined to acts of violence, murder, arson, and
thefi. Years mled by Mars were bound to be wrought with criminal activity and

threats of war. in contrast to these negative forces, Jupiter, god ofjustice and

benevolence, appears in the robes ofjudicial, or clencal office. Jupiter brought good
fornine to those born under his nile: they became leaders and enforcers of law, both
secular and sacred, and under his influence the world would witness peace and
prosperity. Mercury, too, promised signs of good fortune. The versatile Mercury, as
the god of scholarshipand the arts,indicated that those born under Mercury were
destined to be intellectuals, craftsmen, and merchants. Mercury's reign was seen as
beneficial, bringing prospenty to those below. Venus, the planet of love, represented

as the wurtly maiden the moral aspects of human nature. In contrast to Mars, she
govemed manners and propriety, essential in good Ciuistian conduct. In combination

with other influences she could equally represent the opposite of those virtues. in
such circumstances, love became sinful, lascivious, and immoral. The influences of
al1 the planets could be affected by the other planets. Jupiter's beneficiai influences,
for example, would becorne negative if in aspect with the maleficent forces of either
Saturn or Mars; this particular combination indicateà calamities within the imperial
and religious systems, such as heretics, cuits, and the corruption of judicial law.
The development of these fifieenth-century representations of the planets
provided a pictonal language immediately recognized and wmprehended by the
common man. Incorporated into practica, calendars, and almanacs, illustrations of
the planets in their wnjunctions, personifid in contemporary dress, enhanced the
publication, increased its popularity and supplied visual aids to the text Astrologers
and scholars provided interpretationsof the combined effects of the planets.
However, the illiterate could find some indication of the expected effects merely by
the illustrations of the publications.
Examination of a selection of pamphlets pnnted between 1492 and 1520
reveals two types of astrological images. The first illustrates probable circumstances
for the year in question. The first type illustrates almost topographical settings for the

predictions of the year in question, the second type represents the anticipated events
in more ambiguous contexts. To this first type belong two publications by the
astrologer Wenceslai von BudweiB, an early work by Johann Virdung von I-IaBfurt,
and the early works of Joseph Grllnpeck. The title illustration for BudweiB's practica
of 1492 (Fig. 5) depicts a contemporary landscape popuiated by the dead, lying on
the gound in the river, a mal1 number of people have also come to tragic ends d e r
the sinking of their ship; one crew member still clings to life, grasping a barre1 set
adrifi by the wreck. Above, Satum with his scythe rem his head from the clouds,
showenng rain upon the laud, and winds on the waters below. Tbis illustration
embodies Satum's expected effects in 1492: heavy rains and wind will lead to
flooding, shipwrecks, and de& A banderole above the illustration, which reads
Safurnusein hem duses y a f l l 3 9 2 ~does not offer clarification of the cosmic

influences, but does state thaî Satum shall d e in that y,-

the illustration indicates

the gravity of his influence. The title illustration of a later practica of 1496 (Fig. 6) is
somewhat less cataclysmic. in this title illustration, Venus, accompanied by the
figure of Aquarius, and Mars,seated upon the symbol of Taurus, look dom upon a
spherical representation of the Earth, which shows three communities. Again, water
flows upon the Earîh, showered from the vesse1 of Aquarius, the effects compounded
by wind fiom the mouth of Taurus, and fire fiom the arrow of Mars. Venus in
Aquarius, crowneâ and holding a scepter, is depicted with Mars in Taurus as the
primary rulers for the year 1496. The quartile relationship of the two planets,
separated by 90°, shall bring unfommate effects for that year. Thus, the earthly
sphere shows calamity and impending disaster. Similarly, in Johann Virdung von
HaBfurts practica for 1507(Fig. 7), the title image shows a small section of the
cosmos, divided in the center by a vertical line labeled midnight. To the left and
right, winds blow from the upper corners, while, below, the Sun rests in the corners
of the horizon. Below the Moon, a small fortress labelled Erterich, meaning

"Kingdom of the Earth", is surrounded by water, and a comet, labeled cornera, streaks
across the sky, between the symbols of Virgo and Leo. The illustration thus
forewarm of a comet that wouid appear in the autumn of that year. Although an
exact date is not specified, the Mage indicates that the event was to occur at
midnight, and that great floods could be expected. They seem not, however, to
breach the walls of the city. The illustrations of tbese three practica focus primarily
upon the e f k l on the weather that would resuit h m the planetary movements and
cornets; the specifics would be elaborated upon in the texf but the viewer couid
receive some indication of what was in store for the year from the visual elements.
In the works of Joseph Grünpeck the illustrations take a dramatically different
appearance. The title illusbation of his earlier work of 1507, Ein newe auj?iegung
der seitzamen wuuderraichen vn wunderpurden, does not depict the planetary d e r s
of the year, but rather a grave vision of futurecalamities (Fig. 8). A heavenly
battalion emerges fiom the clouds, 8ccompanied by a shower of religious symbols:
crosses, monstrances, and implements of Christ's Passion. In the landscape below,
the dead are strewn upon rocks at the leR In the center a mother holds a pointed
object above the chest of her baby, while at the right some attempt to escape the
impending disaster by the bangman's rope. The pamphlet is a precursor to the dire
warnings the astrologer issued in the following year. Griinpeck's Specuiwn natutalis
cœlestis & propheticae visionis, of 1508, urgently pled for the continued efforts of
Imperia1 reform, predicting that if the celestial warnings were not heeded by Church
and State, the Christian Empire would suffer greatly. He reiterates this theme in the
thirteen illustrations included in the pamphlet The title image (Fig. 9), surrounded
by an omate border, depicts a battle between clergy, nobility, and commoners in the
fonn of a shower of Stones fiom the heavens, destroying a Catholic church below.
None of the participants of the battle seem to notice the fa11 of the Church taking
place in their midst, so intent are they upon their wnflicts. Although this image is

not nearly as fnghtfîd as its earlier counterpart, it remains an intense reflection of
Grünpeck's message within the pamphlet Church and State must work together for
the salvation of the people in their care. A sirnilar message is imparted to the
audience in the twelve additional images of the pamphlet, which illustrate the risks
taken by Church and State officials in their refusais to cooperate with each other,
with one indicating the benefits that may be attained in a peacefid world in which
each individuai is content and socially productive.
The image of earthiy disaster and destruction was a forceful element of the
practica; it illustrated the expected effects, and thereby provided due warning to the
audience. This type of image, however, was a rare addition to the practica indeed,
Grünpeck's Ad reverendissimoset ilustrissirnosprincipes, of 1515, abandons the
cataclysmic image, adoming the title page instead with the coats of anns of the men
to whom he dedicated the publication (Fig. 10).
A different way of incorporating woodcut illustrations and text was more

common among the astrological publications of the late fifieenth and early sixteenth
centuries. This system removed the immediacy of the planetary gods and their
influences from the title illustrations. The shallow, nondescript landscapes distanced
the figures and veiled their impact. For instance, in a calendar issued by Georg
Tannstetter in 1509, a small illustration appears at the bottom of the sheet beside a
representation of a luna.eclipse (Fig. 11). Jupiter, dressed in the robes of a Bishop, is
confronted by the knightly Mars, who carries a flag adorned with the symbol of
Scorpio. The Latin text to the right of the image describes an eclipse of the Moon in
Sagittarius. No details locate Jupiter and Mars, or define their expected terrestrial
influences; they are merely indicated as the most significant planets for 1509.

In contrast to the calendar illustration, the woodcut on the title page of
Tannstetter's Iudicium viennense, published in Latin in 1511, does nbt illustrate the
planetary deities (Fig. 12). Instead, a group of scholars stand in a lush landscape,

staring and pointing toward the heavens. Above, a few clouds drift across the sky,
among a small number of stars, but no celestial apparitions loom before them. As in
the calendar illustration, no indication is given regarding the events of the coming
YeaX
An anonymous dendar of 1513, printed in Niiremberg by Wolfgang Huber,

includes an illustration similar to that of Tannstetter's calendar (Fig. 13). The sheet is
decorated with an elaborate border on the lefl side; king intertwined with vines
climb the page, ascending fiom an elderly seated man. This border does not seem to
reflect the astrological content of the calendar. The woodcut central to the work
depicts Mars, on horseback, and Venus, dresseù in contemporary costume, with her
cornpanion, Cupid In the sky above, the fish of Pisces swim around the Moon,
shown in partial eclipse. In this instance, the planetary figures are located within a
shallow landscape, but, as in Tannstetter's calendar, the site does not emphasize an

urban setting and is thus removed fiom the immediate environment of the viewer.
Although Mars and Venus are not mentioned, a small paragraph of text next to the
woodcut indicates thaî on the seventh day of March a partial eclipse of the Sun will

occur while the Mwn is in the tail of Diaconis. The text further indicates that some
trouble may arise fiom the movements of S a t .Jupiter and Mars, but this effect is
not illustrated in the graphic detail of eariier publications.
A practica by Doctor Nemo for 1516, issued by the publisher Pamphilus

~engenbach~
in 1514, Practica teiiisch aufdas M f e z m d e r t un[d] xvj. jure, also
makes use of this generic type of illustration (Fig. 14). Jupiter, with his der's wand,
and Venus stand upon Earth. However, their location is not populated with any
landmarks or cityscapes; they merely confiont one another, dropping rain and flowers
to the ground. This image, while ambiguous, illustrates that the two benign planets,
Jupiter and Venus, would both exert their influence upon the Earth: Jupiter would
bring an increase in rainfall, but would be tempered by Venus, indicated by the

flowers dropped fiom her hand The rhymed text above states that the reader will
soon l e m that one can expect good things, but misfortunes tend to arrive
unexpected

In contrast to Gengenbach's pamphlet is a practica issued by Johann Virdung,
Die auszlegungMagistri Johannis Virdung von HaJfiatzu dem ddeiichtigen
hochgebornenfu,sten u n d herren, in 1514 (Fig. 15). The dedication above the
woodcut states that the publication is about the strange signs next to the Moon, which
have been sighted at Hohen Dmch Castie in Wirttenberg in 1514, on "qffiennontag
nach Erhardin,early at îhree o'clock when the Sun was rising in Scorpio. The
unusuai title illustration depicts a starry sky with three symbolsof the lunar phases.
The central figure, given facial features hidden behînd a cross, represents the Moon,
while the lesser figures illustrate the 'strange signsl, explained in the image as radius
refexionis, the radiance of the celestial body. No indication is given in the image as
to the significance of these symbols; they are merely represented as having some
degree of importance for that year. This image is unusual and unique in its
appearance among the astrological illustrations of the early sixteenth centuxy, yet it
belongs in the Company of those earlier images shrouded in ambiguity.
A later practica, Eyn nuwer ausmg erlicherpronostication wt[d]prophecien,

issued anonymously in 15 19, is similady vague in its illustration of the "wonderliche
dingen", or wonderous objects, although the planetary symbols would have been
more readily mgnizable. The title image (Fig 16) depicts a massive star in the
center; above, Jupiter, Satuni, and Mars are represented with the symbols of the
zodiacal houses which they mie. Below, partiai solar and lunar eclipses are indicated
for 15 18 at the le& and at the ri& a partial solar eclipse with a total eclipse of the
Moon for 1519. This title page offers no specifics of the effects that would come
fiom the movements of these planets yet indicates that they would be of great
importance.

A practica by Simon Eyssenman for the following year, Practica Teutsch zu

LeVptzig a@gericht durch den Magister Simon Eyssenman, brings the planetary
figures in the title page back within reach of the terrestrial sphere (Fig. 17). Like
BudweiB's practica of 1496, Venus and Saîum, iwo planets of pnmary importance for
1520, stand in the celestial realm, flanking the Eartk Winds blow fiom the lower
corners while a solar eclipse is indiated in the circle around the Earth. These are the
only references to anticipated events for 1520; the land inside the earthly circle

as though unaffécted by the two planetary gods looming
remains peaceful and dm,
in the sky. Unusual representations of the planets themselves dominate the scene.
Satum, while retaining the sickle, has been given an exotic, orientai appearance with
the jewelled turban and long beard. Saturn, the malefic planet, has been transformed
into the deadly enemy of the Christian Empire, the Turk. Venus, too, has been
transformeci in appearance. The goddess formerly associated with love, morality and
Christian propriety, has lost those virtues and now appears as the Whore of Babylon,
balancing a goblet upon her palm similar to those wmmonly identifiai with that
apocalyptic figure. Her feathery headdress, another new feature, appears also to
connect her with the infidel forces, giving ber an air of exoticism. The inscription
above the woodcut indicates that Venus is the d e r of the year, and Saturn her
consort. Their impact upon the terrestrial world is not indicated directly, but, by
dressing the figures in these very specific costumes, the author has made use of
popular belief in impressing his message. Turks,commonly associated with the
amies of the Antichrist, carried connotations of an impending doom for Christianity.
This image compoundsthis beIief through Satuni's negative influences on Venus.
Her transformation into the Whore of Babylon both indiates the sinful nature of the
foreign nation, and emphasizes their role in the destruction of God's kingdom on

Earth. Such specific references within the image undoubtedly led the viewer to
conclude that the year 1520 would witness caîastrophic threat fiom the Turks.

Interestingly, in another issue of Eyssenman's 1520 pamphlet the title
illustration has been changed (Fig. 18). The simplified image again depicts the
terrestrial sphere fianked by the two go&, now, however, sûipped of their exotic
garb. A demure Venus stands on the symbol of Pisces, gazing towards the Earth

below, while Saturn, dresseci in quasi-Roman armor, stands upon the symbol of
Cancer. Although an inscription identifiesthe figures as Saturn and Venus, one could
easily mistake Satuni for Mars. This may very well have been an intentional
misdirection. It is evident that the author believed that 1520 would be a year hught
with turmoil; by dressing Saturn in the garb of a Roman warrior rather than a Turkish

one, the iliiterate could draw the conclusion that war may be imminent Eyssenman's
other title page for 1520 downplays the Turlcish peril, perhaps to prevent undue p i c ,
and the modified image implies that even Saîurn is prepared for battle in any event.
The specific location of the two planets, Saîum in Cancer and Venus in Pisces,
M e r clarifies Eyssenman's alteration of the îitle page illustration. Saturn is here
shown to be in trine aspect, a separation of 120°, to Venus in Pisces. This favorable
relationship indicates that Satum's influence would be beneficial to Venus, rather
than detrimentai. This meaning may explain the demure Venus, and the annored
Saturn, ready to protect her.

These publications, a small selection of those produceci in the early years of
the sixteenth century, illustrate the general type of woodcuts included in annual
practica and caiendars. Astrologicai illustrations tended to be vague, as were the
predictions offered within the text; the threats posed by the celestial movements were
removed fiom the immediate d m of the audience, safely distanced fiom the
individual's community. Ambiguous settings provide very little information beyond
the character of the ruling planets. Despite obscure references, the reader could
derive the elemental information from basic understanding of the influences of the
planets included in the images. The earlier publications of BudweiB, Virdung, and

Grünpeck are more topographical in their illustrations; earthiy dangers and

destruction are shown in graphic detail, but this approach is not the standard of the
popular publications. Images of similar gravity continue to appear in publications
commenting upon celestid apparitions and bizarre earthiy events, highlighted,
however, as isolated incidents. Visual ai& graphically represent the issues in
question. Within the scope of the practica, however, the average illustrations match
the vagueness of the text iîself, offenng only the most basic reference to the effects of
the celestid movements in that year.
As public panic and controversy smunding the conjunction of 1524 began to
intensik pamphiets addressingthe conjunction revived the type of astrological
illustration that emphasii the planetary effects on the earthly reaim. Although the
images reîain a measure of arnbiguity, for the most part the action is located directly
in the viewer's world Like the text of the authors involved in the debate, the
illustrations exhibit two approaches. Those who supported the Catholic Church
ofTered consolatory interpretations of the conjunction's importance; similarly, the
images in these works project a calm view of the Earh under the infiuence of the
planetary alignment. Conversely, those who followed Luther's program of reform
tended to provide interpretations of destruction and turmoil, although not universal in
nature. Again, the images reflect these interpretations, providing chaotic scenes of
earthly calamity. In some cases, such as Griinpeck and Virdung, the religious
affiliations are unknown, yet their images reflect the more grave aspects of the
expected conjunction.
The pamphlets issued by Joseph Grûnpeck in the years approaching the
cosmic event of 1524 were for the most part a reworking of those issued in 1507 and
1508. The predictions and recommendations made by the astrologer in the first

decade of the century appeared to apply more specifically to current events. Strife
between Church and State continued, and the growing controversy between Luther

and the Church of Rome threatened the stabiliîy of the religious institution
Consequently, interesî in Grünpeck's works revived, and his pamphlets were reissued
with growing frequency between 1515 and 1524.

In 1520, Griinpeck's Ein newe a@legung der s e l m e n wunderzichen und
wunderpurden of 1507 was republished The title illustration of the earlier work was

reworked for this new publication (Fig. 19). The image appears enlarged and
reversed, but the land remains popufated with the dead, scattered on the ground and
hung fiom the trees,and the sky delivers a thundemus shower of the instruments of
the Passion and symbols of the Chwch. Again, the armed battalion charges fiom the
clouds, raining havoc on the Earth below, a powerfd reminder of the disastrous state
of temporal affàirs, and what would result if human ways were not rectified. in 1522,
three publications of Grünpeck's commentary omit such alanning illustrations. in
fact, only one of these contains any illusirations (Fig. 20); the title page of Ain
nutliche betrachtung der Naturlichen hymlisehen undpropheiischen is accompanied

by an elaborate border of columns and foliage. In the center of the page, a cloud
appears, fiom which extends a whip, an instrument of Christ's Passion. Each of the
four strands of the weapon are labeled: pestilence, war, famine, and de& These are
the only visual references to punishment or calamity in the pamphlet; yet, for those
who wuld not read the captions, these would infer strife to come. However, this
message remains vague without a knowledge of the content of the text.
in the same year, Griinpeck reissued his SpecuIum of 1508, updated and
reworked to apply to the cunent religious climate, and the anticipated events of 1524.
This work, titled Spiegel der nafurlichenhirnlischen vndpropheîischen sehungen
aller trubsalen angst ,retained the thirteen images of the earlier work, although they

lack the decorative border and were rearranged to suit the purpose of the reissue. The
title image of the original has been replaced with an illustration of the Ship of Saint
Peter with a crucifixion in its sails, a reference to the role of the Catholic Church

(Fig. 2 1a). To the lefi, a small group of secular viewers observe the scene. The focus
of the woodcut is a small ship canying a bishop, cardinal, monk, and the pope,
leaning heavily to one side, allowing the turbulent waters to fil1 the cr& and
threatening the lives of those on board. Within the sinking ship, a crowned secular
d e r and a full-faced figure next to him grasp the sails of the clencal boat Are they
causing the ship to sink, or are they attempting to save these religious leaders? The
implication of the image is similar to Grünpeck's earlier themes: in order for the
nation to be saved, the Church must work with the State. The woodcut on the title
page likely had additional connotations at this time. As the battle waged between

Luther and the Catholic Church, Luther posed charges of blasphemous practices
against the Church of Rome. Within the public mind, this illustration undoubtedly

reflected those charges, expressing an urgent plea for the Catholic Church to refoxm
its ways, lest it be completely destroyed
The second woodcut of the pamphlet echoes the dangers of the curent
ecclesiastical practices (Fig. 2 lb). In the image, the Church itself has been turned
upside dom, while three secula.figures inside the Church receive no guidance fiom
religious authorities. Below, a monk, a plowman, a peddler, and a merchant at a
table are engaged in their daily &airs. The reversed image of the church implies a
state deprived of sacred guidance, in which people no longer know their proper
spheres. The text above implicates changes in Chnstianity representedby the visible
signs in the heavens. Thus, the image urges religious reform.
The third illustration reflects Grünpeck's prediction of a Christian prophet,
not, however, in the form of the holy, pious man the astrologer expected (Fig. 2 1c).
The sky around the figure is filled with stars, crosses, and implements of the Passion.
The prophet, with a forked bard and dressed in exotic costume, holds a crucifix in
each hand, and appears to be chastising his audience in the name of Christ. Those
who hear his words, clergy to the right and cornmoners to the le& cower in fear, tear

their hair, and attempt to take their lives. The image reflects the risk of spiritual
depravity in the absence of a strong religious presence, and in the early 152û's, this
threat seemed embodied in the harsh accusations exchanged between the Lutheran
refonners and the Caîholic Church. Some believed that Luther was this predicted
prophet; others believed that the figure had come fiom the Church itself
The fourth image repeats the title illustration in every detail (Fig. 21d), while
the text implies that the Shipof Saint Peter will perish The following illustration

demonstratesthe behavior of men guided by ambition and greed rather than by God
(Fig. 2 le). This depicts a seemingly calm, pleasant world, but here, the effects of the
church upside d o m are shown; at the lefi, a woman throws a pail of water on a richly
dressed man standing beneath her window, presumably to cool an ardent lover, while
at the right a monk gives aid to a crippled, elderly man for a price. in the foregound,
to the left a poor man appears to be handing two money pouches to the richly dressed
man next to him, and to the right, a cleric, who applies three leeches to the stomach
of a pilgiim, adrninisters medical attention rather than spiritual guidance. In this
image, spiritual neglect has resulted in depravity and sin; man has replaced his
reverence for God with the reverence of material gain
The sixth image again shows the perils of current practices (Fig. 210. It is in
this place, at the beginning of the fifth chapter of the practica, that the original title
illustration makes its appearance. The chapter discusses fùrther causes of Christian
calamitiesthat wuld soon be expecteà: eclipses of both the Sun and Moon, and the
great conjunction of the superior planets. The woodcut reflects the dangers to come:
the Church is destroyed by a shower of stone and flame fiom God, but agab, no one
notices its fate, as cornmoners wield their swords against Catholic prelates and the
faithful.
The following two images also depict the impending dangers to the Church.
The first illustratesthe Kingdom of God as a sacred vineyard (Fig. 2 1g); Christians

harvest the vines, h i l e Christ as wine press provides the wine that is his b l d This
implication of the wine and host used in the Catholic mass to signiS, the
transubstantiation of Christ powerfully recalls the sacrificeof Christ for the sins of
hurnanity. The following image (Fig. 21h) depicts the destruction of that sacred
institution. The boundanes of the vineyard are breached by the Turkish forces, the
sanctuary of God ravaged and destroyed. Again, the reference to the infidel would

have impressed upon the viewer the very real threat posed by the Turks approaching
the Habsburg borders to the east.
Another danger, again fiom within the Christian wmmunity, is presented in
the ninth image (Fig. 2 1i). Below the figure of Cupid, representing love, Catholic
clergy, nobles and commoners aiike kneel before three animals: a stag, an ox, and a
rabbit. These animals may be symbols of Christ's sacrifice and of

yet in this

image those who kneel before the animals offer their worship to beasts,rather than

God The woodcut's strong warning against idolaûy and the worship of @se gods, is
clearly evident in the text below the image. The Christian faith is agam threatened in
the following illustration, which reiterates the threat of the Turkish invasion of
Christ's vineyard (Fig. 2 1j). A robed figure wearing a pointed hat, flanked by three
Turkish officiais to the right and two king to the lefl, has taken the throne. Holding,
like God or Moses, a book open for ail to see, and pointing to the Turks at his left, the
'sinister' side, he wam the two Christian miers lmeeling at his right of the penl posed
by the Turkish forces, and the death they shall bring to the Christian faiffil, laying in
the foreground
The eleventh woodcut retum to dangers within the Christian community (Fig.
2 1k). The clerical procession emerging fiom the Church is greeted with blows by a

knight. A hishop, who has abdicated his clerical office by removing his miter, is
embraced by a king, evidently in comrnand of the small troop, while another king
stands to the right observing the event. This image reflects the lack of cooperation

between the Catholic Church and the State, and the terrible consequences of such
disagreement; replaced by secdar authorities, the Church has lost its power. The
twelfth image expresses another sentiment of impending disaster fiom the east, as the

Turks tear down the sanctuaries of Christendom, and brandish their scimitars against
cleric and commoner alike (Fig. 211).
The final illustration of the pamphlet r e m the Christian world to its proper
Catholic order (Fig. 21m). In a closing message, the author of these "hubseligkeiten",
or sad tales, reminds the reader that the interpretations of the signs in the heavens as
evidence of change indicates the difference between human and divine
foreknowledge. The image depicts members of the secular realm kneeling obediently
before a procession of monks and bishops who follow the flag of the Resun-ection as
they emerge fiom the Church . This is a view of the world as it should be; proper
order prevails, the Catholic Church is resurrected and fulfilling its duties, and the
State works peacefully with the servants of God. As a whole, the illustrations of the
pamphlet reflect the dire urgency for reform and cooperation of religious and secular
powers. Constant tension exists between images of the ideal world, and the world as
it could become if reparations are not made. During this period, this combination of
images would have had a ciramatic effect upon an audience facing the constant strife
between Lutheran and Catholic camps. Although only brief mention of the coming
conjunction is made in the fi&

chapter, the reader would undoubtedly have viewed

the celestial event as M e r evidence of God's wrath at the earthly situation, and the
impending disaster if changes were not made.
Pamphlets written in direct response to the increasing fear of the coming
conjunction were ofien equally grave in their rewrnmendations, though in no case
supporthg the theory of a universal flood. The approach to imagery in these
pamphlets, however, diflered in accordance with the author's religious sympathies.
Authors in staunch support of the Catholic Church did not follow Griinpeckts visual

examples in their publications concerning the conjunction Indeed, the earlier
pamphlets, such as that by Agostino Nifo in 1519, did not include any images.
Written in Latin,the work was addresseci to the educated elite, who did not require
visual aids elaborating the content of the work
Luca Gauriw's Prognostiw of 1522, dso written in Latin, included Italianate
decorative imagery suited to the taste and culture of his educated reader (Fig. 22).
Classical columns and foliage dominate the decoration, with two human figures, and
three empty coats of arms above. Such designs would have made the pamphlet more

appealing, without the distracting sensational element observed in other publications.
Conversely, Georg Tannstetter'sIn graria serenissimi acporerissimiprincipis
& dni of 1523, also written in Latin, does include a title illustration (Fig. 23). Unlike

Tannstetter's earlier publication, which appealed to the educated members of society
with an illustration of scholars contemplating the movements of the heavens, this

pamphlet, with its Latin text, offers an illustration more closely directed to the
common man. The planetary gods take their place in the heavens under the sign of
Pisces, looking down upon the agricultural tasks king performed: burning weeds at
the left, and reaping a rich harvest at the nght No indication appears of flooding or
calamitous effects of the conjunction; indeed, the only reference made to the event is
the two fish floating upon a celestial band of stars, just below the hand of God which
emerges fiom the clouds.
Tannstetter argues in the pamphlet that moderate flooding would result fiom
an eclipse in 1523, heightened by the wnjunction in the following year, but that the
effects would be reduced by the beneficial influences of Venus and Jupiter.
Furthemore, he States that although the effects would not be so dire as popularly
believed, the effects would last until a far more serious solar eclipse occurred,
predicted for 1540. The celestial hierarchy illustrated on the title page reinforces
Tannstetter's consolatory message: although some disaster may come from the

conjunction of 1524, God shall observe his promise to Noah that He would never
again punish man's sins with a universal flood The message of God's wisdom and
benevolence is M e r reinforced by the biblicai references which surround the
woodcut: Job 9 at the top, Ecclesiastes 3 to the right, Psalm 841° to the left, and Luke
2 at the bottom. A fifth reference, Jeremia 10:2, placed in a banderole below the
panel of the planetq gods, admonishes the reader: "...benot dismayed at the signs of
heaven, [for the heathen are dismayed at them]."
The bottom half of the woodcut also functions as a biblical reference. The
depiction of the burning of weeds and the sowing of wheat refers to a parable in
Matthew 13, in which the good sower is likened to the kingdom of God Verse 30
reads "Let both [wheat and tares] grow together until the harvest: and in the time of
harvest 1 say to the reapers, Gather ye together first the tares and bind them in bundles
to burn them: but gather the wheat into my barn." This parable, presented in visuai
terms in the pamphlet, reflects Tannstetter's message: sin and vimie abound on earth,
but those who trust in God's will, like the wheat, shall be gathered before Him in
Heaven.
Through both image and text, Tannstetter urges the common man and the
intellectual to keep faith in God's divine plan, and refiain fiom supersticious beliefs
conceming the conjunction. Another parable presented in Matthew, however, may
have contradicted this consolatory message. Matthew 13: 38-42 reads
the field is the world, and the good seed are the children of the
kingdom; but the tares are the children of the wicked one; The enemy
that sowed them is the devil; the harvest is the end of the world, and
the reapers are the angels. As therefore the tares are gathered and
burned in the fire, so shall it be in the end of this world
The parable does not speak of waters rising through the world prior to the end of
temporai time, yet the depiction of the buming weeds may have led the reader to
conclude that this image was an indication that the Day of Judgement was near.

Like Tannstetter, Johann Virdung reminds the reader of God's promise of the
rainbow in his pamphlets conceming the conjunction, but his illustrations are not so
consolatory as those of Tannstetter. In his Practicu Deutsch of 1522, Virdung
employs an image similar to those used in earlier practica: a small representation of
the earthly realm, surrounded by a representation of the cosmos (Fig. 24). Around the
circumference, the symbols of the zodiac and the planetq gods take their respective
places for March of 1524. Because none of the figurestake notice of the tiny Earth in
the center, the event seems distanced fiom the lives of those below. New to the
image is the representation of li>raco, the dragon extended across the width of the
cosmos. Draco, among the first astronomical symbols, designated the placement of
an eclipsed body with respect to the ecliptic, and the orbit of the ~ o o n . l The two
significant points of Draco are the head (caput),which corresponds to the northem
junction of the ecliptic with the Mwn's orbit, and the tail (cauda),the southem
junction. In Virdung's illustration, the Moon is show eclipsed at the tail, the most
maleficent of the two points, while the Sun is located at the head. The negative
effects of the lunar eclipse would be increased by Mars, located near the Moon. At
the head of Draco, the beast'sjaws grasp the symbol of Pisces. The Sun is located in
the sign of Pisces, with Satuni, Venus, and Jupiter in close conjunction, indicating the
placement of the planets for March, 1524. Although the woodcut does not define the
effects of the conjunction, this reflection of the celestial sphere stresses the
importance of the planetary movements. Virdung argues that flooding and other
disasters could begin as early as 1523, and last as long as forty years. However, he
reduces the threat through the image by removing the representation h m the Earthly
sphere.
Interestingly, an edition of Virdung's practica published that same year in
Latin does not employ this type of woodcut (Fig. 25). Virdung's treatment of the
subject does not depict the planets in its illustration, nor does it safely remove the

events from the temporal realm: fiery-headed dragons, a comet, and stars shower
d o m on the landscape below, descending from an ominous sky enclosing the symbol
of the fish. In this much more drarnatic representation of the conjunction, the
severity of the situation is emphasized through the sky, filled with rays extending
from the fish, and the dangers presented by the fiery beasts and the comet. Despite
the absence of planets and specific earthly catastrophes, the image locates the event
within the earthly realm of the individual readef: the proximity of his world to the
destruction is implied by the inclusion of a small Church to the right.
A similar approach appears in another issue of the pamphlet in 152312(Fig.

26). ln a much more direct image, the land has become populated with Christians,

their village seen in the distance. The sky above opens in a bizarre shower of fish,
flanked by Taurus and a lunar eclipse to the lefi, Aries and the Sun to the right. In the
landscape below, threatening to breach its banks, the rising waters of the river have
caught some of the unforninate in their flows. In the background, groups of
astrologers study the celestid events, armed with the tools of their trade. In the
foreground, a battle wages among peasants on the lefi, while the clergy kneel,
awestmck in prayer, to the right. The viewer has no safe distance from the
cataclysmic events in the image; in fact, he is drawn into the image as though it were
a vision of his own town, his own people, caught by the ravages of the heavenly
movements. In this example, Virdung offers çome indication of the effects of the
conjunction, reflecting his prediction of the losses that would occur by flooding. He
did not believe that the alignment would bring a universal flood, but a great deal of
destruction, both on land and at sea. For the popular mind, inclined to superstitious
and apocalyptic beliefs, the events illustrated could easily lead to a confirmation,
rather than a refutation, of the m o r s circulating of the conjunction.
Illustrations in the publications of Johannes Copp used similar imagery,
locating the effects of the celestial alignrnents within the immediate world of the

reader. A Practico Deutsch of 1521 illustrates a battle on its title page (Fig. 27). To
the lefi are the Christian forces, led by the Pope and imperial legions, their bannes
with the papal keys and the Habsburg eagle inàicating their presence. They are
confionted by tbe m i e s of the Infidel, identified by his turban and a crescent moon
on a banner to the right Unexpectedly, the fleurde-lys of French kings is
represented among the Turkish flags. This inclusion of the French flag among those
who defy the îruîh of ûod probably refers to François i, who unsuccessfully
challenged Charles V for the German imperial crown, which was obtained by the
Habsburgs in 1519. The battle has already begun, as two warriors plunge their lances
towards one another, above, Satirm, identified as the d e r of the year, is accompanied
by Mars,to his left, and Jupiter, to his right. The publication does not address the
dangers rumord for 1524. This is an annuai prediction for 1522; however, the image
gives an early indication of the troubles the Christian nation was to face, troubles that
would be heightened in the following years.
In 1522, Copp published another pamphlet wnceming astrological portents,
and a discussion of impending threats to the Christian nation. The dialogue, Twe

nyge nurte vnd lustige Dialogi edder gespreke, has a border illustrating the rise and

fa11 of mankind (Fig. 28). Nude figures climb the lefi border, slowly reaching across
the top of the page, where they aquire wings, and descend to the bottom, in an
endless cycle. At the bottom of the page, two fantastical shields flank a nude woman.
The unusual border dmration gives no specificimplications of the content of the

pamphlet
In contrast, the title illustration of lopp's War aufdiJ?Dreyundwantzigest
vnd-um tail vyer-vndzwantzigestjar illustrates disasters upon E a d ~(Fig. 29a). The

heavens are darkened by the thunderous Storm, heavy rains fa11 flooding the Earth.
The water levels have risen so dramatically that only the roofiops of the village
buildings and the upper reaches of the trees remain visible. The flooding has washed

away most of the villagers, though some still struggle for their lives. in the distant
hills, tbe few remaining buildings are threatened by fire and stonn; to the le% a
survivor raises his arms towards the heaven in awestruck fear. As in the illustrations
of Virdung's pamphlets, the viewer is not granted a refuge fiom the events. Indeed,
the scene wuld be the viewer's own village.

Three additional images are included in the pamphlet The first illustrates the
planets themselves (Fig. 29b): Jupiter is identifiai by the text "ITER"in fiont of his
face. Seated upon his throne, he is joined by Mars,Saturn, and Mercury. Below their
feet is a lunar eclipse in the sign of Pisces. Although Mercuy's significancein the
image is unclear, the representation of the two superior planets reflects the great
conjunction, clarifjing the cause of the destruction illustrated on the wver. The
following illustration expands upon the calamities that could be expected: war wages
full scale, within the walls of the city and in the fields beyond (Fig 29c). The text
above the woodcut, however, describes climatological expectations an4 therefore,
does not reflect the battle show in the woodcut The final illustration echoes the
doom on the cover, together, the images predict severe and widespread destruction
for the years following 1524. Copp firmly believed that the effects of the celestial
convergence would be extreme; he predicted extensive rains and bloodshed unlike
any that had been witnessed. The text does offer some hope: if the Church reformed
according to the teachings of Luther, salvation could be secured. In contrat to the
images of Grünpeck's publications, the illustrations included in Copp's work provide
neither a solution to the disasters, nor recommendations as to how the calamities
might be averted or lessened Without access to the text, therefore, the pamphlets
present an ominous situation in which earthly destruction was unavoidable.
This certain doom was M e r illustrated in the title image of another
pamphlet published in 1522, Was auffdisz drey und ,waynt:igist unnd zsum reyl vier
und ,waytzigist jar des hymmels IaflflnBig auf,weysz (Fig. 30). Again, min

showers fiom above, and battle ensues below, but Copp's indictment of the Catholic
Church here is far more direct: those involved are not secular figures, but members of
the clergy. To the righî, a procession headed by a Catholic monk emerges fiom a city
which is being ravaged by the forces to the lefi Christ is amidst this group at the left,
and the four Evangelists appear in their symbolic form of ox, man, eagle and lion,

behind the canons. A small pile of bibles lies beside a barrel; another of the sacred

books is cast through the air, fimi by the canons. Above, their efforts are supported
by God Himself, who fies m
w
stowards the crumbling walls of a city.
This image was clearly intended as a visual counterpart to the efforts of
Luther and his supporters: the batîaiion to the left, armed with the Word of God, shall
overcome the depravity and blasphemy preached by the Catholic Chu&
Apocalypticovertones are also invested in the image. The inscription "we we we"
above the city identif) the image with the event foretold in Revelation, when an eagle
cried woe upon the Earth at the breaking of the seventh seal. The presence of the
four Evangelists, too, implicates the ominous coming of the Apocalypse, their
symbols surrounding Christ's appearance in Revelation 4. This image goes beyond
mere criticism of Catholic practices, to become a grave waniing of the end hanging
over the Roman Church, and those who follow its ways.
Aithough the pamphlet r e m Copp's predictions for the conjunction of 1524,
the dire need for reform is impressed upon the public with greater urgency through
the directness of the illustration. The image confirmsthe worst fears of the popular
mind concenüng the conjunction. Popular wisdom held that the celestial
convergence hailed the coming of the Last Days; this image implies that the
alignment is no mere sign of God's displeasure, but a waming that the event mly was
at hand. Copp remained cautious to some degree in his indictment of the Catholic
Church, carefully exciuding visual representations of the Pope fiom those who
emerge fiom the stricken city.

Copp expresses these same cautions in a reissue of the practica in 1523. This
issue contains three images, copies of three illustrations published in Grünpeck's
Spiegel der miwlischen hirnlischen vndprophetischen sehungen aller riubsalen
angst of 1522. The title page illustration reworksthe destruction of the Church fiom

above, while war is engaged in below (Fig. 31a). In this image, as in earlier
counterparïs, the Caîholic Church appears in the battle, here in the fonn of a Bishop
threatened by a man armed with a dagger. However, this woodcut is the only one of
its nature in the pamphlet. The following illustration (Fig 31b) repeats the clerical
procession fiom the Church and secular figures kneeling before them. In Grünpeck's
publication, the woodcut had represented consolation and the world at rights with
itself, yet Copp's Protestant text mentions that the eclipse of 1523 indicates great
strife between the common man and the "pfsffhey~",
the papacy. Thus, the text
implies criticism of the Catholic Church.
The final image (Fig. 3 1c) is another wpy of the original of Grünpeck's work,
with alterations to suit the author's need for caution. To prevent offense to Duke
George of ~ a x o nthe
~ ,Catholic
~ ~ d e r of Leipzig, where the pamphlet was
published, the papal tiara has been omitted . Nevertheless, Protestant hints exist.
The crown of the king standing in the boat on the lefi has also been changed to a
more simple hat, and the fat figure next to him holding the sails of the ship, may
perhaps be a reference to Luther. Here, the salvation of the Ship of Saint Peter will
wme not fiom a cooperation of Church and State, as recommended by Grünpeck, but
through the two secular figures holding the sail, by implication, the Word of God as
taught by Luther.

As in the earlier issues of Copp's pamphlet, the images lead to the conclusion

that the Catholic Church is in grave trouble, and the great conjunction is God's
response to the sins of humanity. The text immediately above this woodcut discusses
the weather expected in the four seasons, while the sentence above this concludes the

paragraph with "go1 mach nach seim gotlichen willen", God acts acwrding to his
divine will. Although some indication of hope is offered by the references to
religious reform in the final woodcut, the sins of man cry out for judgement which
will come according to God's will in the fom of a second flood.
Equally grave implications are made in the pamphlet issued anonymously by
Alexander Seitz in 1520. The title illusiration of Ain Wmung des SUndcflussd e r
erschrocklichen wasser Des xrizïj jars has two sections, both of which graphicaily
depict the dangers presented by the celestial alignment (Fig. 32). Below, the land has
been almost wmpletely submerged by flood A single building drifts in the tides, and
few people stn~gglefor survival, waiting for the ship to rescue them. To the lefi, a
sea-demon rears its head fiom the depths of the water, threatening those who survive,

as well as the vesse1 that wuld save them. The sky illustrates the calamitous weather:
a wmet shines to the right, and a dove swoops towards the ship, no doubt an allusion
to Noah's Arc. In the upper level of the image, a variety of symbols are represented:
b~illiantheavenly bodies surrounded by auras, a church, four rainbows, two of which
end in three fier-spheres, and finally, the seven-headed beast of the Apocalypse.

In this dramatic representation, Seitz's warning of temble flooding in the title
is reflected in the tniumatic scene below. Similarly, he implies belief in the hope
offereù through the Luthera. refom of the Church. In the text, Seitt invokes God's
promise in the rainbow, visually reflected both in the rainbows themselves, and by
the ark, saved fiom the ravages of sea The church proposed by Luther becomes this
second ark, graced by the dove of the Holy Ghost. If the warning of God is not
heeded, however, the threat posed by the seademon and the beast of the Apocalypse
might indeed be realized. Such a severe, dramatic representation would have
controlled an audience, even one unable to read the text. The implications of wming
doom are very clear.

The image of the flood included in Seitz's practica is a copy of the title
illusiration of a pamphlet issued by J o h m Carion in 1522 (Fig. 33). Carion, who
had secretly supported Luther's reform efforts, predicted widespread flooding,
revolutions within the Church, and innumerable deaths as the consequences of the
conjunction of 1524. He did not support the belief that the celestial convergence
hailed the Apocalypse, but he firmly believed that the future of the Christian nation
was in great danger. Can'on advises haî the only course of action is complete

religious reform. Although this would not prevent the celestial alignment fiom
producing negative effects, the event should be considered a divine waming against
the impious behaviors promoted by the Catholic Church. The iIlustration of the
Prognosticatio vnd Erklerung der grossen Wessermg highlights this wanüng "for ail

Christians". As in Seitz's practica, the ship and dove represent Luther's reform
efforts, thus transfonningthe vesse1 into the new Ship of Saint Peter, and the second

Ark of Noah, which would rescue the faithful fiom the dangers posed by the cornet,
d e m o n , and storms.
In another issue of Carion's practica in 1522, the title text wams those who
believe in Christ about the great flood and other terrible things to come. The title
illustration again uses a pre-existing image, taken originaily fiom Grünpeck, and
found again in the work of Copp (Fig. 34). This woodcut implies the deterioration of
the Church as the root of the current state of affairs, as wiîhout proper religious
guidance the people turn their efforts to aggression and violent assault. Faith in Goà

is lost, His teachings abandoned; the result is the destruction of mankind, by their
own han& In punishment for their sins, God has sent his heavenly retribution by

means of the great conjunction.
This sentiment is proposed most powerfully in an earlier issue of Carion's
practica The 1521 issue includes a tripartite illustration (Fig. 35). In the upper right,
a comet shines above a peaceful cityscape. To the upper left, another cityscape is

depicted, ravaged by storm; towers collapse under the tremendous force of the rains
and wind, while survivors take to boats in an attempt to escape the rising flood.
Below the contrasting ci@scenes, a knight and a peasant raise their swords against
the pope as a cardinal raises his arms in protest, and an emperor hides his face in
horror. The figures illustrate the result of the strife between Chmh, State, and
laymen, but they also represent the planets under which the above cornet appeared.
The symbol of Jupiter is placed upon the robe of the pope, identiljhg the temporal
figure with the planetary d e r of the profession. Similady, the symbol of Mars is
placed behind the knighî, and the symbol of the Sun is found next to the emperor,
demonstratingthe dual roles of the figures in the image. in view of the impending
conjunction, the pope, knighî, and peasant could similarly have been viewed as
representations of the planets involved in the 1524 conjunction, and the effects they
would exert upon ~artkl4 This representation of Saturn does not follow his
traditional appearance as an elderly cripple with a scythe. As d e r of the peasant
order, he would undoubteûly have been read into the image by a general audience. In
this way, the implications of the image expand beyond the immediate effects of the
comet of 1521 to include disasters impending fiom the expected celestial
convergence. Whether one understood the image in terms of the comet, of the
conjunction, or both, the image implies that the future would indeed be grim,
dangerous, and merciless.
With few exceptions, the illustrations of astrological and prophetic practica in
the early decades of the sixteenth century focused upon representations of the
planetary go& concemeci for the year in question. These images are based upon the
tradition established by ancient and Arabic astrologers, transforming it into a popular
astrological language accessible in text and image. The popular belief in the celestial
bodies would have made it possible for common folk to derive information fiom the
representations of the planets, even though the specifics of the predictions were not

indicated in the image itself. Stress upon the planetary gods rather than their effects
also provided the viewer with a safe distance from the predicted events. This
distance prevented undue conceni from arising in anticipation of the beaveniy
movements, yet still made important information available to the public.
As the rumors grew surroundingthe conjunction of 1524, however, the

woodcuts of astrological publications altered h m placid, safe representations into
something fàr more immediate to the viewer's world The illustrations thnrst the
possible effects into the reader's existence: focus moved fiom the outer reaches of the
cosmos, to the temporal realrn, applicable to any village, city, or nation.
The nature of the images included reflected the author's own religious aims.
For Griinpeck, the visual elements of the pamphlet express his wishes for religious
refonn, and of a peaceful union between Church and State. He offers both alarmist
and consolatory possibilities in visual terms, both forms intended to impress the
importance of his message. Those who supported the Catholic Church in its struggles
with the Lutheran movement used images to promote a sense of security within the
public sphere. In Tannstetter's pamphlets, images are populated by individuals at
peace in their world, d e r than expressing impending destruction or doom. With
respect to the great conjunction, the illustrations were intended to demonstrate the
error in the belief of a second universal flood, and the imminence of the Last Days.
Their message was ihat, while there may have been some need for change within the
Church, God was not so displeased with the state of earthly affiirs that He would
ravage the Earth with a second deluge, and would not impose Final Judgement as of
yet. The apocalyptic event was unavoidable, but would not be witnessed in current
history.
This consolatory approach was not followed by supporters of the Lutheran
reform movement. Pamphlets promoting Luther's efforts provide far more alarmistic
images, illustrating great disasters that could be expected in the coming years. While

not suppdng belief in a universal flood, they played upon the heightened fears of
the common folk, presenting the catastrophic conjunction as divine proof that
Luther's methods were not only beneficial, but urgently needed for the safeîy and
.saivation of the Christian nation. The effects of the planetary alignment could not be
averted entirely, but these authors promoted the belief that conversion and faith could
lessen the calamities.
By employing sensational illustrations, the pamphlets issued in regard to the
great conjunction of 1524 presented the public with seemingly irrefutable proof of the
m o r s and fears cowsing through the popular mind For those who were unable to
read, the images were invaluable, even if the information of the text wuid be
transmitted by a third Party. The establishment of the printed image within the
popular publication had invested the visual component with an authority of its own;
simply by appearing in prinf pubiished by a figure of communal authority, the image
gained the effect of tnith.15
The interpretations offered in the text of the publications may have been less
severe than popular m o r s of the conjunction, yet the majority of the illustrations
contradicted this moderate view. The visual interpretations presented vast flooding,
social strife, and violence unlike any witnessed in history. Furthemore, to
underscore their messages, some incorporated prevaient popuiar beliefs such as the
threat of the Turkish forces and the supematural. in view of the power of the printed
image, sensational illustrations undemined the efforts of the tex\ rather than
reiterated the predictions the publication was intended to provide. Indeed, they
appeared to confirm the m o r s , and thus supported a continuation of apocalyptic
speculation and public fear.
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Fritz Saxl, Lectures(London: Warburg institute, University of London, 1957) 67.
This type of representation of the zodiacal man continueci to be used in fmer's
almanacs well into the twenîieth century.
4~axl75. These early representations illustratedthe movements of the planets in the
most literal of terms, such as tbe planetary god tumbling to indicate the descent of the
planet in the celestial sphere.

76. Mercury's association with the scholar was derived h m his identification
as Hermes Trismegistus, the author of mystical writings, and with Thot, the Egyptian
god of learning.
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Kohler attributes this pamphlet to Pamphilius Gengenbach, writing under the
pseudonyrn Doctor Nemo, meaning "Doctor Nobody".
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Io The inscription on the image refers to Psalm 184, an error by the printer. It is
likely that the inscription is meant to refer to Psalm 84, which concludes "O Lord of
hosts, blessed is the man that tnisteth in thee." This reflects a similar message as
those imparted in the three additional biblical references: trust and hith in God shall
protect the pious fiom ea~thlydisaster.
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Chapter 5
Pmpaganda, Popuiu Belief, and Signs of the End

The popular fear that the conjunction of 1524 foretold the beginning of the
end of historical time was supported not only by the woodcuts illustrating popular
publications, but also by contemporary events. Religious, political and social issues
suggested meanings elevaîing their immediate context into a comprehensive scheme
of divine providence; thus, the events of one's own time were viewed as having both
personal importance, and importance wiîhin Christian history. Typically,
interpretation of contemporary events rationalized a course of action taken by
religious and politicai figures: scholars and clergymen sought to validate current
events, supported their patrons in triumph and defeat, and recommended future
measures to ensure the safety and salvation of their nation. The issue of these
interpretations into the public sphere in the form of popular publications strongly
affected the community's understanding of the times. It allowed the community to
become informed of the events smounding them, to become involved by collectively
reviewing the issues, and to reach a common agreement as to their importance.

The formation of public opinion, fostering a consensus within the community,
extended the interpretation of worldly events beyond the realm of the affluent and
social elite; it included the lower and middle classes within the scheme of Christian
history, and allowed for their participation in public and political action. Pamphlets
ofien provided relevant material; however, other communication methods were
equally important in forming a collective o~tlook.~
At its most basic level, public
opinion was created locally; neighborhood incidents of misfortune, conflit& scandal,
and crime provided topics for community gossip and discussion. On a larger scale,
public opinion was dissipated through regional transactions, such as the daily travel
of peddlers, preachers, and merchants. These individuals transported not only the
pamphlets containing important news, but gossip fiom neighboring towns, adding to

the wealth of information available, and expanding the creation of popular opinion to
a regional level. At both levels, oral and printed communication were of
signifieance: within this system of disseminating information, diverse opinions and
interpretations of current events were made available nationally, beyond the confines
of the village or city. The printed word provided an articulated, standardized
message about contemporq issues, and circulated far more widely than oral
communication was. The formation of public opinion, however, depended upon oral
means. Discussion of the issues presented in print drew in the participation of
individuals in the local communities, and aroused feelings of unease, fear, and hope,
sentiments which undoubtedly infiuenced common be~iefs.~
In the sixteenth century, the combination of printed and oral communication
methods enabled important news to reach a vast range of communities at an
unprecedented speed As noted, the volume of information circulated increased
considerably, and raised public awareness of the important issues of the time. In the
early sixteenth century, these issues involved both individual members of the political
and religious elite, as well as the public. Antipathy towards Rome, the blasphemous
practices of the Catholic clergy, and the increasing threat of Turkish invaders created
widespread fearç over the future of the Christian nations, the danger heightened
through prophecies and pamphlets addressing these issues.
Over the course of the first decades of the sixteenth century, the number of
prophecies circulated in print increased considerably, reflecting contemporary
concems and interpreting historical evidence and recent occurrences as signs of God's
displeasure with the afiàirs of men. So great was the concem that encyclopedias
listing such prodigious signs were compiled as proof of divine wrath, and the
imminent emergence of the Antichrist. Their primary prophetical texts amouncing
the Last Days were derived from the Bible. Chapter twenty of the Revelation of Saint
John describes Chnst's Second Coming, at which time He will cast Satan into a pit

for one-thousand years and d e the Millennium in the New Jenisalem, with the souls
of the martyrs and true believers at his side. At the close of the Millennium, Satan
will again be released into the world, in the form of Gog and Magog, and engage in
final battle with Christian forces. The ultimate victory of Christ will vanquish Satan
and evil, after which the souls of the dead shall be resurrected in Final Judgement,
and either welcomed into the kingdom of Heaven, or doomed to etemal punishment
for their sins. The language of the biblical text, couched in supernatural imagery and
numerological symbolism, fieed the event fiom king restricted to any one instant in
time. This passage, therefore, opened the door to a vast anay of interpretations,
relevant to contemporary circumstances. Indeed, Revelation became an essential text
for interpreting political events. Further validation was found in the response of
Christ when his disciples asked how tbey wouid know the time of His coming, and
the end of temporal history. He answered in Matthew 24:3-8: "You will hear of wars
and of m o r s of wars;... nation will nse against nation, and kingdom against
kingdom, and there will be famines and pestilences and earthquakes in diverse
places. Al1 these are the beginnings of sorrows."
Numerous scholars approached Revelations and other passages of the Bible as
guides to their own age; certain of these interpretations were revived and circulated
for centuries to follow. One of the most infiuential interpretations was provided in
the thirteenth century by Joachim of Fiore, who proposed an h.ist0k.d division of
seven periods, parallehg the seven seals of Revelation, and the three Ages of the
~rinity.~
The first Age, which corresponded to the Father and the Old Testament,
was believed to have been inaugurated with the creation of Adam, lasting until the

incarnation of Christ. The second Age was that of the Son and the New Testament;
the third was the Age of the Holy Ghost, guided by both the Old and New
Testaments. Joachim believed that the third Age had already begun, and that his own
day was that of the sixth ~ e a l The
. ~ age of the seventh seal would bring the final

battle between Christ and the Antichrist, the climax of the third Age. Joachim's
prophecies, which remained popular until well into the sixteenth century, exhibited
the tradition of pessimism and doom; the close of temporal history would indeed be
plagued with disaster and suffenng, the consequences of earthly sin and the
emergence of the Antichrîst. A measure of hope appeared in the prophecy. Joachim
believed that these trials would be but precursors to a glorious age in which the
goodness of the Church and humanjty would be revived, the Christian nation reunited
under the glory of Christ, that a Christian utopia would arise within historical time.
Of primary importance in ail prophecies concerning the Last Days was the
arrivai of the Antichnst into the world, as his appearance indisputably indicated that
the Second Coming of Chnst, and Final Judgement of Christian souk were close at
hand. The relationship between the Antichrist and the Last Days was vague, but
again, the Bible provided the essential material conceming the emergence of the
Antichrist Passagestaken from Daniel, and 1 John, for example, asserted that the
diabolical figure was to precede Christ's coming, bringing chaos and calamity to
Christian lands. Interpretations of the signs of the Antichrist were met with both
support and dispute among theologians. A general consensus developed concerning
certain characteristics, notably his arrogance, blasphemy, and perversion of Christian
doctrine. Other aspects, however, proved somewhat more ambiguous, inciting much
debate. First, there was some questionas to the exact nature of the Antichrist; on the
one hand he was regarded as an individual entity, and conversely, as a collective one.
Furthemore, some argued that the defeat of the Antichrist would be followed by the
Millennium, believed to be Christ's reign in the New Jenisalem for one-thousand
years. Yet others believed that his defeat would be immediately followed by the end
of the world, and Final Judgement. This debate allowed extensive speculation
conceming one's own day; contemponuy events could be read always as signals of
the emergence of the dreaded figure. Many theologians found evidence that the

Antichrist already waiked among men, while others argued that he had not yet come,
although he might soon appear.
Predictions as to the arriva1 of the Antichrist were, therefore, fiequent John
of Lübeck offered such a prediction in 1474, arguhg that the event could be foretold
in the stars. To support this claim, he quotes the Ovidius de verula, which sîated that
religious change and îhe advent of prophets were influenced by conjunctionsof the
superior planets, and tbus couid be predicted by the movements of the heavedy
bodies. He cautions his readers against seeking celestial signs of the coming of
Christ, because Christ was not subject to the idluence of the stars as other prophets
were. Lübeck based his prognostication upon the vernal equinox and the planetary
alignrnents of 1504.~He predicted that a mean conjunction of Satum and Jupiter
would occur on March 10 of that year, at approximately 6:05 pm.; this would be
followed by the m e conjunction on June 9, at 11:58 pm, He concludes that this
indicates the coming of a Jewish Messiah and lunar prophet, who will be bom on
September 13,1506 at 10:07 pm. to a deaf Jewish virgin, impregnated by a demon.
This figure would reach the climax of his power in 1530, having seduced many
followers with false miracles and wonders that would seem supernaturai to the
public, but which in ûuth, would be tricks and lies. Finally, Lübeck proposes that this
false messiah indicates the encroaching end of time, which will witness a deluge of

fire. in support of his prediction, he offers the words of Antonius de Monte of Ulm,
who said that the Christian fMh would survive until a conjunction brought together
Jupiter and the Moon, "whence will result a faith and prophet removing every cult
and sect and corrupîing the Christian faith by ~uspension."~
In contrast to Liibeck's pessimistic prediction, other prophecies offered hope
for the near future with predictions of the emergence of prophets who would defend
the Christian faith against aggressors. Among the most popular figures to appear in
such prophecies were the prophets Elijah and Enoch. Again, evidence of their retum

was sought in scripture, especially in reference to ~lijah,*as Christ had said "Behold,

1 will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and dreadful day of

the Lord" (Malachi 4:s). Elijah was thus seen as one of the final signs of the
beginning of the Final Days, sent into the world to battie the depravity of the Church,
convert the unbelievers, and defend the Christian Empire from the evil wrought by
the Antichrist.
Another popular element in optimistic prophecies was the figure of tbe kist
Emperor, who would restore unity between the empire and the Church before the
Second Coming. This prediction gained popularity primarily in Germany during the
wnflicts between the papacy and the Hohenstaufenin the twelfü~and thirteenth
centuries. Dreams of the German-Roman Empire, reacbg across Europe with the
support of the papacy were not quicWy forgotten because prophecies regarding the
retum of Emperor Frederick continued to circulate well into the sixteenth century.
Among the most popular prophecies to include such hopes was that of Johannes
Lichtenberger, whose 1488 Pronosticaio has been discussed in sorne detail. At the
height of his career, Lichtenberger was the devoted court astrologer of Emperor
Frederick m. Lichtenberger based his predictions upon a conjunction of Jupiter and
Satum in Scorpio, in 1484. From this celestial event he proposes future events
conceming the Church, the Empire, and the infidels. He foresees the rise of false
prophets, who would entice Christians with lies, and bring confusion into the world,
but he retains belief in the arriva1 of an Angelic Pope, and a Last Emperor, who

would restore order to the Christian nationg Lichtenberger derives his primary
elements fiom other astrologers and theologians, most notabiy Paul of Middleburg,
Conrad Heingarter, Alexander von Roes, Joachim of Fiore. At times he plagiarizes
word by word, but Lichtenberger also offersan original compilation of a vast array of
influences and expectations, arguing their relevance to his own time. He firmly
believes that prophecies derived fiom other sources are applicable to men of his day

and he views his patron, Fredenck

as the fulfillment of the Last Emperor

prophecy. Although this interpretation proved fdse, the astrologer refused to dismiss
his predictions. Instead, he applied them to the successor to the Imperia1 throne,
Maximilian 1, and later, to Maximilian's son Philip. Lichtenberger's conviction
becomes evident in Book Il, chapter 16, of the Pronosticatio in which he states, "It
says in The Book of Frankish Kings that it will be h m the Carolingians, that is fiom
the race of King Charles of France, that an emperor named P. will aise in the last
days. He will be a prince and a monafch and will reform the churches of al1 Europe.
Afier him there will be no other emperor."10 Lichtenberger asserts that Philip, as the
son of German and French parents, would fulfill this prophecy and inaugurate an age
of peace and unity.
Scripture did not offer the hope of a Last Emperor, an impossibility prior to
the conversion of Constantine. In the following centuries, however, as the future of
the Holy Roman Empire became inextricably tied with that of the Church, the
development of such prophecies genemted hope and understanding of imperial
events. Lichtenberger's application of the prophecy to the new Emperors of the
Habsburg dynasty reflected the faith which many held for the future of Habsburg mle.
Therefore, his Pronosticdio became increasingly popular in spite of public
disappointment in his later prediction~.~Even as his predictions for the L a t
Emperor proved false, other elements of bis 1488work continued to be circulated,
wmrnented upon, and reused in later prophecies. Among the most influentid of
these was Lichtenberger's prediction of a false prophet. In the face of the growing
controversy between Luther and the Chwch, this prophecy was applied to, and by,
both Catholic and Reform leaders. The vagueness of Lichtenberger, typical of
prophetical litemture, allowed for the identification of the fdse prophet in either
camp, and was exploited to its fullest extent.12

Another prophecy circulated by Lichtenberger in his Pronosticatio dealt with
the evil forces of the Turks,which threatened the borders of the Christian Empire.
Lichtenberger predicted that the Turks would breach the borders of Germany, and
conquer Cologne. Although he gave no specific date for the dreaded day, such a
threat demanded serious consideration and attention. Islam had posed a threat to
Christian lands as early as the seventh century, and continued to present an imposing
force against Christian security. Witbin the Christian concept of eschatology, klam
was equated with either the forces of the Antichrist, Gog and Magog, or their

immediate predeces~ors.~~
The fail of Constantinople to the Turks in 1453 appeared
to support this belief, and seemed to foretell imminent disaster for the fate of the
Christian empire as a whole. In the following decades, although the Midels made no
M e r great conquests, the fear that the m i e s of the Antichrist would overrun
Christian lands intensified.
The Augsburg cleric Wolfgang Aytinger Aculated the fear of Islam and
popular equation of its power with the end of time in his Commentary on Methodius,
first published in 1496. In 1498, Sebastian Brant reissued the treatise in an illustrated
version that remained popular until the last quarter of the sixteenth century. Aytinger
believed that the Turkish conquest of Constantinople indicated that the final age prior
to the Second Corning of Christ had begun. Furthmore, he predicted that its eMI
reign would continue, bnnging suffering and destruction to Christian lands until they
were defeated by the Last Emperor, which he believed would occur in 1509. In
support of his argument, he sought evidence within the Revelations of Saint John. In
chapter five of his treatiçe, he writes:
The root and origin*O
Turks are illustrated by the seven branches
and h m the eighth branch, thought to be the most p o w e ~will
, be
eut off by the Ring of the Romans. The fourth point is clear through
John in the seventeenth chapter when he says: "This is the meaning
which gives understanding: the seven heads are seven mountains"

(1 7:9),that is, seven kingdoms. In my intention it signifies seven
Turkish emperors who succeed each other in d e . The first is called
Ottoman.... The sixth emperor, called Mohammed, obtained the
eastern empire and the d e of Constantinople and died in 1491.
Under bis son who is now reigning the Turkish empire will end
Hence John says at the end of chapter seventeen: "The beast which
once was and now is not, is the eighth beast and yet one of the seven,
and will be de~tro~ed.''~~

Through Aytinger, the relevance of the Turks became evident within Christian
history. Their alliance with the forces of the Antichnst was sealed by their equation
with the seven-headed beast of Revelation. Aytinger furuiered this notion by

equating Turkey with the Whore of Babylon, "dnmkwith the blood of the saints and
marty-rsof

esu us."^^ Hope for the near future was available in the treatise, however.

Aytinger derived fiom the work of Saint Methodius the prediction that the Turkish
threat will be vanquished by either a German or French king: Gennan, because the
seat of the Roman Empire stood within Germany; French, because the Legend of

Charlemagne stated that a descendent of the French King, by the name of P., will
emerge in the Last Days and d e ail of Europe. Aytinger derived a third possibility
From his examinations of Methodius, that of a king of Hungary who would restore
eastem lands to îhe dominion of Christ. In analyzing these three possible heroes, the
theologian placed his hopes upon two contemporary men: Philip of Burgundy, who
accounted for both German and French elements, and Ladislaus, King of Hungary,
Poland, and Bohemia Aytingds prophecies, like Lichtenbergefs, were unfidfilled.
The threat of the Infrdels remained intense, although between 1512 and 1520,
confiicts with the Turks were restricted to relatively minor skirmishes and border
raids under the reign of Selim 1, Mohammed's grandson and successor. During this

time, the Turkish nation concentrated its efforts on expansion into eastem regions,
including Syria, Palestine, and Egypt. When Selim died in 1520, Islam had grown
into an impressive empire; Selim's son, Suleiman the Magnificent, intended to
expand this empire even further, and gathered his amies to march against Hungary.

In 1521, Belgrade, the key Hungarian fortress dong the Danube, fell to the Turks.
Suieiman did not press his advantage into the rest of Hungary at this tirne, and his
campaign into the Hungarian region wodd not resume until 1526. Instead, he tumed
towards the eastem Mediterranean, seizing Rhodes in 1522, evicting the Knights of
Saint John, an old crusading order. Prior to these events, Maximilian, who died in
1519, had promoted a uuited effort for the final expulsion of the Turks fiom Christian
regions, culminaking in the recapture of Constantinople. His proposai, modeled after
the crusades, did not receive support fiom political or religious leaders, although the
notion of a Christian crusade against the Infidels becarne increasingly popular among
humanists, intellectuals, and undoubtediy, among the public as we11.~~
Pamphlets
were circulated in support of such efforts, even prior to the capture of Belgrade.
Following Suieiman's initial conquests, the circulation of Türkenbüchleinrapidly
increased, and incited a special reaction in Germany, due to the proximity of eastem
a r ~ n i e s .The
~ ~ public anxieties conceming the imminent peril presented by the Turks
were expressed in a variety of pamphlets, including theological treatises and popular
songs. AI1 publications encouraged prayer and religious refon in aid of protecting
Christian lands.
The presence of the Turkish forces on Christian soi1 provideci poweriùi
evidence of God's displeasure and the imminence of the Last Days. Additional
evidence was found closer to home, in the form of unnatural phenornena and
apparitions within the Christian community. Occurrences such as misbirths, celestial
formations, disease, and natural calamities were endowed with a supematural
significance in this prescientific age. Whatever couid not be explained by natural
means was taken as an omen of God's anger with the state of earthly affâirs.
Frequently, these signs were given additional significance as they were read within
contemporary political and religious contexts. The meteor of Ensisheim in 1492,
previously discussed, was regard4 as an omen conceming the advancement of the

Turkish forces. Avidly chronicled and circulated in popular publications, these
events appealed to the popular imagination not only due to their bizarre nature but
also as factual evidence of the omnipotence of the divine.
Supernatural phenomeaa, which incited both public curiosiv and fear, were
readily associated with the forces of evil. Nature was believed to be the creation of
God; desecration of the natural world was, therefore, the creation of the devil,

permitted within the world as evidence of W s displeasure.l8 Similady, celestial
apparitions and strange phenomena fiom the heavens were viewed as divine omens.
Joseph Griinpeck expounded upon a bizarre celestial occurrence in hiç Speculum of
1508. He begins his account by reminding the reader of the celestial omens

witnessed in history, such as blood raining from the heavens, and battles waged in the
clouds. He proceeds to recount a ment event of 1503, in which crosses came forth
fiom the sky and fell ont0 the clothes of those below. This incident, believed to have
siixted in the Low Counûies and p r d e d down the Rhine, was interpreted by
Grünpeck as a divine warning against the desecration of the Christian fàith, but at the

same time he offers an opttmistic view of the event: the crosses were signs of God's
divine grace, and if one observed a pious life, God would grant eternal salvation.
Deformities and unnaturd births constituted the majority of miraculous events
published in popular media,and captured the greatest interest among the public.lQ
Sebastian Brant was among the most effective authors to exploit this type of news for
political and religious purposes. In 1496 he issued an illustrateû broadsheet, in both
Latin and the vemacular, faturing the abnomal birth of a sow in Landser (Fig. 36).
Above the explanatoy text, a smail image depicts the unfortunate creature, born with
one head, and two bodies. The small town in the distance is identified as Landser by
a superscription, thus lmting the event within German territory. Brant addresses his
discussion to Emperor Maximilian, stating that the dreadfid creature should be
understood as a divine waming against the "supremacy of pig-like men", whom he

identified as the Turks,"who are like brothers to pigs."20 Here, the broadsheet
functionsas a vehicle to encourage action against the Infidels. The necessity of these
measures were conveyed to the public by associating foreign armies with perversions
of God's creation.
An unnatural birth in 1512 prompted the publication of another illustrated

broadsheet (Fig. 37a-b). In this case, however, the curiosity was prompted by the
birîh of Siamese twin girls, Elizabeth and Margarete, in inriinen. In this
anonymous publication, the image has been pasted into the sheet, providing a view of
the defonned twins fiom both fiont and back, and emphasizing the aberration and
horror of the birth. Like Brant, the author of the publication equates the abnormal
birth with the wickedness of the Turk, and encourages Maximilian to launch an
attack against the Turkish forces in Greece.
Illustrated pamphlets and broadsheets that expounded upon unnatural
phenomena circulated widely within the public sphere in the first decades of the
sixteenth century. Popular printed media and their political and religious
interpretations had become common by 1520, and they did not lose the publicts
interest over time. In fact, the publication of bizarre apparitions and abnomai
defomities increased during the initiai years of the Refonnation. This type of
publication lent itself well to the religious campaigns launched by both Catholic and
Protestant supporters, especially a e r Luther had publicly identified the Pope with the
~ntichria~l
illustrated pamphlets and other popular publications were actively employed
by Luther and his supporters; they were quick to recognize the potential of the print

medium and took full advantage of îhe opporhmity to circulate their views on refom.
Their messages, articulated in both text and image, ensured that the information
could be made available to the widest numbers possible. Refonners included specific
types of imagery in printed media; the most effective were adapted fiom images

already popular with the public. Luther and his supporters capitalized on existing
pictorial language by investing familiar images with a religious agenda in this way
they would influence the public's opinion not only concerning the current state of
affairs within the papacy but also concerning their own efforts towards reform.
Therefore, the interpretation of monsters and unnatural births were removed from the
realm of the Turk, and placed into the camp of the Roman Church
Arnong the mosi effective, and most blatant of this propaganda was an
illustrated pamphlet issued by Philipp Melanchthon and Martin Luther in 1523, The
Papal Ass ofRome and The Monk Calf of Freyburg (Figs. 38-39). The pamphlet

contained two images produced fiom the workshop of Lucas Cranach, a supporter of
the reform efforts. The title page illustration depicts a defomed calf, believed to
have been bom in Freyburg in 1522. The calf quickly came to be identified as the
"monk calf', as its features were likened to the dress of the Catholic clergy: its baldpatched head resembled the monk's tonsure, and the flap of skin upon its back was
similar to the cowl. in the texf Luther M e r explains that the posture of the calf,
with one leg extended, was comparable to the preaching methods of the Catholic
clergy, the proûuding tongue was a sign of the lies and foolishness promoted by the
Roman Church, and the flaps of skin on the head were an indication of the practice of
confession. The text's other illustration depicts a monstrous creature, the Papal Ass,
that was said to have been dredged fiom the Tiber River in 1496. The unusual
creature, which exhibited the fatures of both a mule and a serpent, quickly became
associated with the papacy, as it made its appearance in the capital of the Roman
Church. The discovery of the Cfe8ture had prompted criticism of Pope Alexander VI
at that time. The Papal Ass was revived within Lutheran polemic; the papal
association in the woodcut is further enforced through the presence of the papal flag
and the structures in the background Alexander had employed the Castel
Sant'Angelo, represented on the left, as a fortification, and the Torre di Nona, on the

right, as the papal prison. Although Alexander had long since passed away, the papal
associations of these buildings were still strong. In this pamphlet, condemnation of
the practices endorsed by the pope would have been clearly evident in the woodcut.
During periods in which aggressive pronouncements against the papacy were
especially dangerous, reformes employed a more subtle means of conveying
criticism comprehensible to the public, for example, the association of Catholic
leaders with animals. Such a case of hybridization appears in an illustrated
broadsheet, issued in 1521 (Fig. 40). The illustration, which occupies the greater part
of the publication, depicts five animals attired in the robes suited to their prospective

. ~ ~ Leo X, transformed into a lion, stands in the
positions within the ~ h u r c h Pope
center. He wears the papal tiara, while his tongue proûudes fiom his monstrous jaws.
He holds a coin, which the text explains as a symbol that money can buy off al1 sins,
reflecting the notion that the pope is rapacious. On the far left, stands Thomas
Murner, represented as a cat witb a mouse in his mouth. The supportingtext explains
that the papai revolt has taken the doctor on as a mouser. Between him and the pope,
stands Jerome Emser, who, according to the text, was as lecherous as a goat, behavior
unbefitting a man of God. To the fàr right, Jacob Lemp, an Evangelist, is represented
as an angry dog, greedily clutching a bone, and to his lefl, stands Johannes Eck,
ûansformed into a pig, scrounging in filth with a purse and an acom clasped in his
hand The identificationof these Catholic leaders is solidified by the inscription of
their names above; the brief text below explains that the depiction of these figures is
a reflection of their demeanor at a dispuîation in Zurich which had proven to be
disastrous for the Catholic position.
This type of caricature became a standard method of reformes, and
subsequent broadsheets and pamphlets were adapted to suit the current
circumstances. A later example, a pamphlet issued in 1522, includes many of the
original figures, but altered the representation by providing each beast with a full

body (Fig. 41). Muxner and Emser reappear in this image in their original

transformations of cat and goat; however, their cornpanionshave changed to suit the

tir ne^.^^ Eck, to the far left, is no longer represented as a pig rather, he has becorne a
prelate adorned with donkey's ears, but remains identifiableby the acom branch he
grasps. The lion no longer represents Leo X, as the Pope had died in the previous

year. Here, his place has been taken by the papal nuncio Aleander, a prominent
representaîive of the Catholic Church within Germany. The bizarre group is
accompanied by an a s , dressed in the robes of a monk and playing a fiddle, and
another unusual creature in the background24 The message of the image is clex the
Catholic Church is more concerneci with the indulgence of worldly pleasures than
with teaching the Word of God, upon which the figures trample and dance. Their

unchristian behavior is further emphasized by the swam of bees above, a reference to
the beehive as a symbol of the Church The two magpies below symbolize idle talk
Another manner of attack launched at the Catholic Church was more directly
related to Luther's identification of the Pope with the Antichrist. Luther did not draw
this conclusion immediately, nor with haste. Initially, Luther followed traditional
avenues of exploration in an interpretation of apocalyptic events and the emergence
of the Antichrisî, which he expected at an unspecified date in the future. In his
further examinations and reflections upon the practices of the Catholic Church,
especially once the debate had grown to heated controversy between himself and the

papacy, Luther began to speculate upon the possibility of the Antichrist's presence
within Rome. In March of 1519, as he prepared for a disputation with Johannes Eck,

he voiced his concems to a confidant, although he was as yet unsure whether the
Pope was a disciple of God, or an agent of the ~ntichrist.~~
He formed his
conclusion upon the receipt of the papal bu11 Exsurge Domine, which had threatened
him with immediate excommunication. In response, Luther issued Adversus
Execrabilem Aniichristi Bullam, which declared his belief that the Pope was indeed

the Antichrist. Later, he revised this opinion; the Antichrist was not merely a single
papal figure, but the entire papal institution. The sinful behavior of the clergy, the
blasphemous practices which they promoted among Christians, and the desecration of
the Word of God provided ample proof of the papal association with the forces of the
Antichrist, and the plague of eM1 he would spread througùout the world
The most important and explicit publication to reflect this identification was
the Passional Christi und Antichristi by Lucas Cranach and Philipp Melanchthon in
1521. This explosive pamphlet, discussed in detail in chapter two, reinforced the

notion of the Pope as Antichrist, and rapidly spread this belief throughout Germany.
The contrat between the pious life of Christ and the indulgent lifestyle of the papacy,
repeatedly emphasized throughout the twenty-six illustrations, lefi little doubt as to
the fate that awaited those who followed the example set by the Catholic Church.
This message was m e r impressed upon the public through references to the Church
as the Ship of Saint Peter. This image was most likely derived fiom Luke's amunt
of the miraculous draught of f i ~ hin. this
~ ~ story, Christ instnicts his disciples h m a
fishing boat, and asks Simon Peter to cast out his net into the sea Simon is hesitant,

as not a single fish had been netted that day, yet he does as Christ requests and
catches a shoal of fish. In response to their shame and amazement,Christ comforts
his followers, announcing that they shall be the fishers of men. Another connotation
was likely derived from Noah's Arc, which provided safety, shelter, and salvation to a
chosen few of God's mtures during the Universal ~eluge.~'By the early sixteenth
century, the reference had becorne cornmon. in the early years of the Reformation,
its message was subverted fiom its original connotations of salvation brought through
the Church of Rome, to the idea that the Church now threatened destruction for its
followers. An undated broadsheet issued in the early 1520's illustratesthe extent to
which this notion was king presented by Protestant supporters (Fig. 42). The
woodcut, which occupies the majority of the broadsheet, depicts four ships, the one in

the center on the right bearing the papal arms. Each of the vessels teem with
members of the Catholic clergy, while the common folk flounder in the sea,
scrambling to reach the ships for safety. They are refused boarding, however, with
rare exception: those who are able may exchange an earthly possession for
admittance to the ship, while the others are left to be drawn in the enormous nets cast
into the

The message of the image is further emphasized by the four winds in

the top left corner which provide the ships below with their impetuç: impiety,
hypocrisy, idolatxy, and superstition, identified by their inscriptions. At the top right
a group of Christian Fathers witnesses the misguided activities below, expressing
their sorrow at the defiled state of their beloved Church. In contrast to the Catholic
ships in the foregound, ovedowing with members of the clergy, a f i f i ship appears

in the background to the leR This vessel, which bars no anns nor insignia, has
room enough for al1 who wish to enter, but has not yet been noticed by the many who
struggle for survival in the thrashing waves. Furthermore, this single ship, alone in
the distance, seems to be repelled by the very winds that empower those of the
Catholic Church. The message of the text, although simplistic in comparison to the
visual imagery it accompanies, explains that the Roman Church is reserved for the
clergy, and the common man is considered only insofar as he may be e ~ ~ l o i t e In
d.~~
such publications, the Ship of Saint Peter, the Catholic Church, was converted h m
the means of salvation, to the self-serving vessel driven by hypocrisy, idolatry,
superstition and impiety.
In the onslaught of information and allegations published in the ewly
sixteenth century concerning the future state of the Roman Church and Christian
faith, the vehicles of meaning would have been readily identifiable by the common
man. In each of the issues discussed here, terms of arguments were derived from the
sphere of popular culture: festivals, hybridizations, and superstitions were established
cultural systems that could be converted to politico-religious agendas, and remain

within the mess of both the educated, and the illiterate members of the
comrn~nity.~~
The purpose of this cultural subversion was not merely amusement of
the public, or emphasis on the ingenuity of the authors and artists involved. On the
contrary, publications were intended to inform the public and f o r e m them of
imminent disaster.

In this respect, popular publications were successful, both on their own, and in
combination. Their messages corresponded to apprehensionsand concem already
prevaient in the public mind Furthemore, the messages of the pamphlets and
broadsheets were reinforced by other relevant news. The revivai and reinterpretation
of prophetic literature conceming the Last Days and the emergence of the Antichrist,
the subsequent identification of the Turkish amies with the forces of evil, the
miraculous and supernatural events that were witnessed both in the heavens and in
the temporal realm, and fmally, the unequivocal break of Luther and his supporters
from the Catholic Church, ail events of individual importance, collectively reinforced
the contemporary sense of fatalism. Together they located the end of historical time
within people's own time. Within this era of social, political and religious turbulence,
al1 of the primary elements foretold for the Last Days were in evidence.
In this context, the public reception of pamphlets issued conceming the
conjunction of 1524 was undoubtedly influenced by the other concerns. The printed
media articulated the prevalent fears, and fostered a consensual opinion regarding the
imminence of the threat The evidence provided in astrological prophecies,
pamphlets and Türckenbüchlein apparently supported a public conclusion that the
end was nigh. Again, although the textua1description of the grand conjunction of
15% did not suggest a universal deluge, many predictions implied that floods could

be expected in some regions. in the majority of cases, however, this message was
contradicted by their gloomy illustrations. In view of the widespread decay of the
Church of Rome, the conclusion that the end of historical time, and the ensuing Final

Judgement of Christian souis wouid be inaugurated by the grand conjunction of 1524
was not so far fetched lndeed, the belief was far more difficdt to disprove than it
was to support.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

In the early decades of the sixteenth century, a complex combination of events
became intertwined in the public imagination, creating an apocalyptic mood
predisposed to belief that the end of historical time was quickiy approaching.
Discord between political leaders, the ever-present threat of the Midel, and a
growing dissatisfaction of religious practices merged, leaving a fatalistic view of the
immediate future in its wake. As the secudy of social and religious institutions
appeared to decline, answers to problems were sought in the planetary bodies
believed to be employed by God to fulfill his divine plan. The stars held a
manipulable wealth of information. They provided the necessary guides for the
success of everyday activities such as the planting of crops, the application of medical
procedures, and the indication of what opportunities and misfortunes the individual
may face during his lifetime. Similady, the heavens couid give wamhg of events to
come: the consequences of provoking God's displeasure.
Calendan, practica, and almanacs provided forecasts of the expected celestial
movements for the year, in addition to interpretations of what these movements
entailed for humans. Prior to the development of moveable type,this information
was circulated primarily by oral methods. Merchants, peddlers, and preachers

supplied the necessary information, which was then discussed, interpreted, and
rationalized within the community. The printing press revolutionized the provision of
information. By the end of the fifteenth century, every major center boasted at least
one printing shop, a development affecting both the information process, and the
intellectual climate of the community. The technology of the print indusûy and the
value of the material produced granted the pinter a status previously unheard of for
men of trade.] His shop constituted a new intellectual element within the
community, bringing together craftsmen, merchants, and intellectuals. Therefore, the

public accepted information in print as an authoritative source, equal to that provided
verbally by merchants and preachers. Lndeed, the very nature of the pnnt medium
seemed to prove the truth of the message contained
The increasing number of vernacular publications quickly gained mass
appeal, and became as important to the informative process as earlier methods had
ken. The relatively low cost of the illustrated broadsheet, estimated between four
and eight pfennig, made the medium available to most members of the community2
Pamphlets and broadsheets did not eliminate previous forms of communication, but
rather incorporated them into the dissipation of these popular publications. Literacy
rates remained relaîively low. Those who could not read or afford the cheap
publications could still receive the essential information in comrnunity discussions at
local inns and other common places.3
The illustrations of pamphlets and broadsheets were invaluable to the success
of these publications. Woodcuts offered an affordable alternativeto other forms of
graphic material such as engravings. They were not merely decorative additions to
the pamphlet and broadsheet, but informative as well, supplying the illiterate with
another means of acquiring the basic intent of the pamphlet4 The accessibiiity of
these images was heightened by their graphic simplicity, and by the subjects
represented The woodcuts were often drawn and m e d by local artisans who, most
likely, were illiterate. They made use of comon cultural elements such as folklore
and satire, adapting these familiar ideas to wfiat they understood about the text5

The illustrations remained as important in the discussions as the text, as they
offered additional clues to the importance of the matters at hand For the first time,
individuals separated by great distances could receive the same basic, elemental
information, without the risk of exaggeration and embellishment detracting from the
essence of the message prior to reaching the community. This shifi did not eliminate
the possibility of fatalistic m o r s arising from the information. In fact, small

publications were ofien accused of inciting unrest and anxiety in the public sphere by
exploiting contemporary fears in both text and image.6 These anxieties were
undoubtedly heightened through local discussion, in addition to m o r s and gossip
still circulated between communities by tradesmen and preachers.
Within this atmosphere of print, discourse, and visual images, the fears of the
grand conjunction of 1524 were developed. The movements of the heavens,
planetary alignments, celestid apparitions and eclipses had become standard features
of the pamphlet and broadsheet industry in the fifieenth century, bringing news of
what could be expected in the coming years. By the early years of the sixteenth
century a common astrological language had been developed for public consumption;
although the complicated calculations involved were excluded, the individual had
access to the material through visual representationsof the planets, and symbols
indicative of the various manifestationsof planetary alignments. Conjunctions were
of pnmary interest as they indicated not only impending weather forecasts, but dso
great historical events such as the death of d e r s and the change of political
institutions. The most significant temporal events were indicated in years of the
grand conjunction, the meeting of Satum, Jupiter and Mars.

The rarest form of planetary alignment, occurring only once every twenty
years, the grand conjunction excited especial attention fiom astrologers and
theo~o~ians.~
The grand conjunction of 1524, first forecast by the astrologers
Johannes Stoeffler and Jacob Pflaum in 1499, was to be the last of its kind to take
place in the watery triplicity. This event was believed to mark not only the
completion of the planetary cycle in that triplicity, but also the completion of the 960year period, as future conjunctions would enter the fiery houses. The completion of
this cycle in 1524, compounded by the prediction of sixteen additional conjunctions
in Pisces for that year, led to great trepidation over the immediate future. Within the

public minci, the grand wnjunction signified not only the end of an historiai epoch,
but the final approach of the Last Days.
In popular belief, the temporal effects of the grand conjunction included
apocdyptic elements derived fiom Joachimite prophecies, such as the appearance of
the Last Emperor and of prophets who would lead the batîle against the forces of evil
prior to Christ's Second Coming. Stoeffler and Pflaum did not include such portents
in their ephemerides, nor did subsequent practica wnceming the alignment. Many
predictions, bowever, did include localized flooding, bloodshed, and political and
religious upheaval. Such predictions were not uncommon in astrologiai
interpretation, but in the early years of the sixteenth century these portents became
intertwined with eariier prophecies, current events, and popular nunor, creating an
increasingly pessimistic public outlook for the year 1524. Johannes Lichtenberger's
Pronosticalio, first published in 1488, was widely quoted conceming the expected
effects of 15%. He foretold the coming of two false prophets, to be overcome by the
Last Emperor. Although Lichtenberger anticipated the arriva1 of these ominous

figures prior to 1499, public opinion continued to expect these events, especially in
view of the growing tensions within the Church. Indeed, Lichtenberger's prophecies
became invaluable to both Catholic and Lutheran propaganda, each fimly locating
these false prophets within the opposing camp.
Another aspect of Lichtenberger's treatise appeared especially relevant in the
days approaching the grand conjunction. The astroioger believed that the advance of
the Turkish forces were proof that the Last Days were imminent.8 Wolfgang
Aytinger, in 1496, directiy connected the Turk with the seven-headed beast of the
Apocalypse, a sign that the end ûuiy was at hand This belief remained strong, even
during the first tweniy years of the sixteenth century when Turkish troops had
seemingly retreated. The Infidel had becorne a powerful threat to the safety of
Christian realm as early as the seventh century; unlike any other enemy Christianity

had f h d , it truiy appeared to be in league with the Antichnst, either as the Evil
One's own m i e s , or as their prec~ors.gThe Turkish presence on sacred soi1
together with their successfui campaigns, confirmed the belief that the Apocalypse
was fast approaching. Many believed that their success had been allowed by God in
punishment for the depravity of Christian pmctices.
The TurLish threat was not the only sign interpreted as evidence of God's
anger. Abnormal births and celestial apparitions, popular subjects for broadsheets,
were interpreted in terms of contemporary events. As omens of God's displeasure
with the state of affairs on Earth, these bizarre events were given political and
religious importance. men, an author's political aims guided his interpretations, and
used them to support in his recommendations to the State and Church. The most

effective use of monstrous births and apparitions appears in the Lutheran reform
movement. images such as the Monk Calfand the Papal Ass, publisheû together in a
pamphlet in 1523, associated monstrous beings with sins committed by the Catholic
Church, obvious omens that reform was an immediate necessity. Popular superstition
and religious anxiety ensured that these beasts indicated the decline of religious
practices, and the sins of mankind
The reform movement also made extensive use of the press in direct
arguments against the policies of the papacy. By 1520, Luther had been
excommunicated, and had reacted in kind with an excommunication of the Pope, and
a condernnation of his office. As Luther's conflict with the papacy intensified, so did
the publication of controversial tracts. Luther's views were publicized in the popular
media, as were those of both his supporters and opponents. Protestant efforts more
expedtciously adopted popular cultural elements, such as the woodcut and satire, and
through these reached a wide audience. Publications such as the Pasional Christi
und Anfichrisfi in 1521, reinforced Luther's identification of the papacy as the

Antichrist. The accusation was bolstered by excerpts from the Book of Daniel and

other scnpture, and conclusively delivered by direct visual comparisons of the life of
Christ, simple and pious, and the sinful, self-indulgent ways of the Pope and his
minions.
As the fateful year of 1524 approacheù, debate over the immediate future

accelerated The various sûuggles facing the Christian world were viewed not as
isolated events, each with an importance d l its own, but together, each an integrai
element of the greater scheme of God's divine plan. Within the popular imagination,
very little seemed to refute the belief that the Last Days were at hand, and that ail
men would soon face their final Judgement In 1520 the Turks crowned a new
emperor, Suleiman, and once again public fears were roused that the Turks might
soon tum their full attention back to conquering Christian lands. This fear was
realized in 1521, when Belgrade fell. At the same time the common man witnessed
what appeared to be a breakdown of the Catholic Church Luther's excommunication
füeled, rather than eliminated, the threat to the established religious order. Rumors
flew, locating the forces of the Antichrist within both camps; for either perspective, it
appeared that the darkness of evil had invaded the sanctity of religious institutions.
Additional proof came in the form of misbirths and celestial omens, direct indications
of God's displeasure.
In view of these foreboding signs abounding in the first decades of the
sixteenth century, it is perhaps not surprising that the grand conjunction of 1524 was
believed to indicate the approach of the Last Days, nor that the controversy centered
in Gemany, where the effects of the Reforrnation were most closely felt.1° The
establishment of the press had allowed increased dissemination of astrological
information. However, oral communication was responsible for the m o r of a
second universal flood that circulated throughout other communities, creating a
widespread panic that the age of the Apocalypse had an-ived.ll Popular belief held
that just as the fiery îriplicity was believed to hail the beginning of Christian

history,12 the watery triplicity was believed to indicate its end. The grand
conjunction in Pisces was to be the 1st of its kind in the watery trigon; in the popular
imagination, this event signifieci not only the close of the 960-year revolution of the
alignments, but the final approach of the Apocalypse, and the final destruction of the
world in the fom of a second deluge.
As these m o r s of a universal flood spread and public anxiety increased,

astrologers issued practica and annual predictions with the intention of dispelling the
public's fear. First addressed by Albertus Pigghius and Agostino Nifo in 1519,
astrological pamphlets concerning the aiigument continued to be published well into
the fatefid year, 15%. None of the authors involved in the debate supportaithe
notion of a second universal deluge. Indeed, many aîtempted to pacify the public by
reminding them of God's promise to Noah, in the form of the rainbow, that the world
would never again witness the devastation of a universal flood Because the
predictions were often guided by the author's religious sympathies, two basic types of
interpretations can be identifiedl3 Those who were in support of the established
religious order offered consolatory predictions of the conjunction, reducing the
effects to localized areas, and suggesting that future catastrophes may be minimized
through prayer and repentance. The predictions stemming fiom Lutheran supporters
were more alarming. Although they did not support belief in a universal flood any
more than did Catholic astrologers, their predictions o b n entailed a much more
pessimistic view of the immediate future, including severe rains, flooding, wars and
bloodshed unlike any in history. Yet Luther's supporters, too, offered a solution.
Refom was not only beneficial, but of dire urgency; conversion would retum the
Christian faith to its true path, while those who did not refom their ways in
accordance with Lutheran teaching would sufler greatly.
Like other popular publications, the pamphlets wnceming the conjunction
made extensive use of images to convey the message of the text. Astrology had

developed a pictorial language that could be easily identifieà and read by the
common folk; in the years approaching 1524, this language was altered to suit
contemporary needs. In most cases, the image removed the planetary figures from
the celestial realm, placing them within the temporal sphere, and thereby impressing
their power and influence upon the viewer's own world The immediacy of the
alignment was stressed as the focus of the image was removed from the planetary
gods themselves, to the actuai effects the planets would impose upon Earth.

Those who wrote in support of the Catholic Church promoted their
consolatory messages in both image and text. Their predictions, which greatly
minimized the disastrous effects of the conjunction, were supported through images
of a peacefui, contented world, aimed to pacify the public's concems not only with
respect to the conjunction, but also with regards to the future of the Catholic Church.
This image refüted the belief that God's anger was so severe that it demanded such
wide~preaddestruction, and fùrther implied that the path taken by the papacy was
indeed the correct path to peace and salvation.
In contrast, the pamphlets by authors in support of the reform movement
promoted the conjunction as a warning against the papacy. These authors did not
suggest that the Apocalypse was indicated by the alignment; God had no need of
conjunctions or other celestial apparitions as announcements of such an important
event. Rather, the conjunction evidenced God's anger with the Church. The images
of the pamphlets illustrated the calamities that would be generated by the alignment:
temble floods washing away people and homes, violent conflicts between nobility,
papacy, and peasantry, and homfic showers of stone, water, and fire from the
heavens.
The illustrations of the pamphlets partly reflect the authors' predictions:
pacifists employed images of a happy, contented world, whereas supporters of the
reform movement employed depictions of earthly calamity and destruction. Both

types reverted to an older, topographical type of image, which brought the celestid

impact within the proximity of the viewer's own world However, the ciramatic,
sensationdisticimages of the Protestant pamphlets likely attracted greater attention,
not only correspondingwith the public's worst f m , but also confirming them. They
were visual proof, provided by t

d astrologers and publishers, that the Last Days

were at hand.
Discrepancies between the intention of the text and the implications of the
images may be explained by the publishing process itself Publishers pnmarily
commissioned images for the works produced by their shop, and ofien they reused
older images, dready in their possession, or bought from other printers. This practice
could account for the duplication of the image found in Alexander Seitz's pamphlet of
1520, and Johann Carion's of 1522, both published by Erhard Oeglin in Augsburg.
Similarly, the duplication of images in pamphlets by Joseph Grünpeck, Johannes
Copp, and Johann Carion may result from their ongin in the shop of Wolfgang
Stockel in Leipzig. While reuse of images may have been more expedient and costeffective, making do with what was at hand possibly led to discrepancy between the
intended messages of image and text. Similarly, the original intention of the woodcut
might not correspond to that of subsequent publications, putting the message of the
image at odds with its later use, though ciifferences in text may be subtle.
Furthemore, images initially published within a specific context became invested
with new connotations by the public sphere.

Although the publisher may have been the source of discrepancies between
image and text in conjunction pamphlets, additional relevant points must be
considered Both Catholic and reformist pamphlets, regardless of their city of
publication, were consistent in the type of images employed, reflecting the author's
support or criticism of the Catholic Church. Furthemore, the primary issue
goveming the use of images was not the predicted effects of the planetary alignment,

but rather the religious interpretations of the author. This focus is especially evident
in two of the pamphlets written by Johannes Copp, an avid supporter of the Lutberan
movement. Copp's predictions were among the most fatalistic. Even though he made
no universal or apocalyptic implications, Copp foretold great inundations and temble
bloodshed, reflected dramatically in many of his images. However, the pamphlet of
1522, in which the -es

of Christ are shown battling the Caîholic clergy emerging

fiom the ciîyk walls, avoids this type of image. Rather thaa reflecting the
astrological content of the text, Copp illustrates both the cause and the solution to the
temporal problems creating the caîastrophic impact of the grand conjunction. Copp's
image displays no direct relation to the effects of the conjunction; rather, it reflects
the author's interpretation that the ment should be read as a dire waming of the
blasphemous teachings of the Catholic Church. Copp's pamphlet of 1523 may be
viewed similarly. The images of the pamphlet, onginally published in Grïinpeck's
works, illustrate the thrats posed by the Catholic Church. The chosen images had
expressed Gnuipeck's recomrnendations for religious refom, but in Copp's pamphlets
these warnings become condemnations of the Catholic clergy's debasement of the
Word of God
The pamphlet debate had begun with an aim to reassure the public that the
Apocalypse was not at hand, that the flood was not to be universal, and that there was

no cause for immediate panic. As the controversy between Luther and the papacy
intensified, however, flood Merature was invested with greater propagandistic
meaning. Some authors attempted to reassure the masses that their faith in the
Catholic Church was not misguided; others proclaimed the ûuth of Luther's efforts
arguing that radical religious refonn was not only beneficial, but necessary for
salvation. Yet, whatever the religious intentions of the authors, the images selected
for the pamphlets concerning the conjunction of 1524 apparently conûadicted the
text. Regardless of the evidence offered against the possibility of a second deluge,

curent events appeared to support the belief, and in an age predisposed to
superstition and fatalism, the images of the flood pamphlets lefl a powerfid, lasting
impression on the wmmon man
Despite causing such intenx anxiety, the fatefd year passed with little event.
The flood did not wme, dthough some m o r s were circulated in Itaiy that Gexmany
had in fact been ravaged by floo414deemed by Catholics to be divine punishment for
Luther's heretical practices. Some astrologers revised their eariier predictions, while
others, such as Gaurico, denied their participation in the flood debate. In spite of the
safe passing of 1524, public anxiety over the immediate future wntinued.
Miraculous births and celestid apparitions were still associated with contemporary
events, and the strife between Luther and the Church continued to be reported and
exploited in pamphlets. The threat of the infidel, too, remained a primary issue in
popular publications. Turkish atrocities sensationaiized in images continued to
dominate the popular imagination (Fig. 43). Similarly, the heavens were still read
portentously. Indeed, the belief that the stars could forewarn great historical
moments remained an aspect of astrological prediction until the close of the century;
Tommaso Campanella wrote his Articuliprophetales in anticipation of a complete
rejuvenation of Christianity, which he believed would be hailed by the grand
wnjunction of 1603.l5
Although belief in astrology remained strong, the images included in
astrological publications undenirent a change in the years following 1524. Rather
than investing immediacy and severity in images, illustrations revert to an earlier type
in which the impact of the celestid events is distanced fiom the viewer, reducing the
effects of public p i c . A practica published by Johann Carion in 1526, Bedeùtnus vn
ofenbanmg warer himlischer Injluxion des ~ocher$arnen,l~
provides two
illustrations, neither resembling the catastrophic scenes of his earlier works.
Although the title illustration is located within the temporal realm, rather than

illustrating the effects of the celestial movements, the image depicts an astrologer,
alone in his contemplation of the Sun and Moon above (Fig. Ma). The second image
of the pamphlet pesonifies two planets, accompanied by the Sun (Fig. 44b). The
identity of the figures is unclear in the image; it may possibly represent Mars in
confiontrition with Jupiter, althougb the figures do not fdl within the traditional
depiction of either of the planetaq gods. The important aspect to note, however, is
that the earihly realm remains distanced from the immediate presence of the gods by
a swirl of clouds. The title illustration of a later practica, BedeUînus vnd offenbanmg
warer hymlischer Infuxion des Hocherjiarnen Magisiri Jokannis charionis,17 issued
by Carion in 1530, further reduces the celestial gods' proximity to the temporal realm
(Fig. 45). Rather than planetary personifications, the image depicts a battle in the
center of an astrological chart mapping the symbols of the planets and zodiacal signs
in their expected combinations. Although no bannes, insignia, or shields identifjl the
factions, the costumes imply that the b d e waged is between nobility, on the left, and
peasant, on the nght, perhaps in reference to the Peasant War of 1525. Johann

Virdung, too, changed the imagery employed in his publications. The title illustration
of his Practica detitz~ch~~
of 1530 depicts Mars,d e r of the year, accompanied by
his day and night houses, Cancer and Aries (Fig. 46). As in Virdung's earlier work of
1523, D ~ ~ C OisNincluded,
S
although no eclipses have been indicated in either the
head or tail. The group to the le4 led by a crowned figure, could suggest that Jupiter,
in Cauda Draconis, will present an influence on the effects of h h ; similarly, the
group to the righî, with a man holding the scales, suggests that Caput Draconis, in the
house of Libra, may also have some importance for the year. A ciramatic change
from the images of Virdung's pracîicaof the early 1520's is evident; here, the image
gives no indication of what the planets may have in store for those below.
The key features in astrological images in the years prior to the grand
conjunction of 1524 appear to constitute an relatively short-lived trend. Pamphlet

illustrations for 1524 did not continue the traditional format which removed the
danger posed by the celestid bodies fiom the irnmediacy of the viewer, but rather
reversed this tradition In many imagesthe impact of the conjunction, shown in its
greatest severiîy, couid have reflected the Mewerls own community. It has been
suggested that this focus was an attempt by the authors to gain control of
contemporary fears by identifj4ng them with exact clarity, replicating them in image
and text. l9 This does not adequately address the importance of the image within the
pamphlet, however. Such a generalized conclusion does not consider the impact of
the visual component within the public sphere, nor the possibility that the woodcut
was produced, or chosen, by a third party. More likely, these images were motivated

by prevalent fears and anxieties, exploited by the media to suit a specific agenda, to
inspire the common man with fear for the salvation of his soul. In either event, the
images developed with respect to the grand conjunction played upon the anxieties
that were rampant within the popuiar imagination. The text which they accompanied
were intended to paciQ these fears by offering a road to sahation, yet the message of
the text was greatly undermined by that of the image. Indeed, the common man
continued to fear for his immediate future. Current events appeared to indicate that
the end was ni@; the pnnted image rendered that fear into an inescapablevision.

3~amphletsand broadsheets were frequently posted on the walls of local meeting
places as decoraiion
4~ammerstein129. Hammerstein suggests that pamphlet illustrations were highly
influentid in community discussion, oflen leading to gloomy, pessimistic
interpretationsof the content of the publication.
S~ndersson,
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6~ammerstein131 . Interestingly, Johannes Carion and Georg Tannstetter both
argued that practicas were potentially dangerous to the public, as they o k n instigated
fatalistic beliefs in the public sphere, and were frequently issued by printers
concemed more with profits than a factual report.

Scribner, F o r e of Sun&Blk 123.

lSErnst266. Campanella believed that the great conjunction of 1603 would be the
first in the fieq trigon, and initiate the next 960-year cycle. Furthemore, because the
Christian faith had its greatest p e d of growth during the reign of the fiery îrigon,
Campanella believed that the conjunction of 1603 would induct a religious renewal.

lg~arnmerstein139. Hammerstein M e r suggests that by gaining control of these
anxieties, the individual could accept such afnictions and calamities as divinely
ordained and thus unavoidable, and concentrate on the correct path to salvation.
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